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Editor's Note:
Hello, and thank you for supporting Taylor University's annual
magazine of literature and art. I truly appreciate the assistance of
the entire Taylor community in their literary contributions, financial
support and encouragement.
Like any professional publication, we constantly strive to improve
the quality of our magazine both in content and in presentation.
Long hours and much dedication are responsible for producing the
largest and most inclusive Parnassus ever. Such expansion allows
us to represent the varied ideas and styles of both faculty and student
contributors.
Undoubtedly, much gratitude is due to our sponsors: The
department of Academic Affairs and the Department of English.
Creative expressions are encouraged, and their publication made
possible, by the generosity of these departments.
Keepsakes provide lasting memories of a time gone by; we hope
Parnassus 1996 can become just that for you. So, dear reader,
please enjoy this issue of Parnassus with our sincerest thanks.
Andrea Masvero
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oetry
"The best poetry will
be found to have a power
of forming, sustaining, and
delighting us, if nothing
else can."

—Matthew Arnold,
"The Study of Poetry"

u

•Carrie Abert
A TALE OF TWO CITIES

White lights wink
And flood the velvet night.
The city is quiet, a cat asleep on a window sill.
The metro interrupts, a deep-throated purr.
The train stops. We walk on
And sit across from a man.
Dirt smeared
Weathered grey pants
Dingy white hat
He sleeps
Head bobbing
As we
Rhythmically jerk
At each
Station.
Eyes circled
Face sagging
Exhaustion.
Last stop.
He stirs, stands, and staggers off.
We walk on
Awed, intimidated by the architecture.
Magnificent spires stand aloof
Lofty office buildings glance down.
A man stands and begs.
We walk on
Numb to solutions, to words, to ourselves.
A ragged shopping cart woman clatters by.
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Carrie Abert

We walk on
Avoiding eye contact, intent on silence.
Compassion wells, then shame.
Concrete pillow, a man sleeps
Passersby glance and move on
With their lofty heads.
Stone eyes no longer see
Icy hearts no longer melt.
We walk on.
Green eyes flash.
Claws slash.
Garish lights
Drown the stars.
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Carrie Abert
HAITI

The air hung thick, wet
Dripping of a people
Oppressed
By heat,
Government,
The sins of their forefathers.
The stench of rubber tires
Burned the night before.
Air polluted, corrupted
Demonstrators
Mournful silence
A resounding thud, thud, thud.
The government grows richer.
Thud, thud,
The government grows stronger.
Thud.
Six bodies
Flesh torn by metal, heat, powder.
Mothers' cries disperse the dusty air
Tainted by the pungence of death and burnt leaves,
The solemnness of children burying siblings who
Died in the night.
The government feasts.
A country perishes. The government goes on.
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Carrie Abert
SISTERS, SALAMANDERS
AND A SUMMER DAY
Motionless,
Tense with anticipation
Three girls in a creek
Rubber boots vacuum, sealed in cool august mud
Small squirming salamanders
Unaware of the predators lurking above.
Waiting.
A spring, a splash
Then squeals.
One more for the white bucket.
Three muddied girls
Emerge from the woods
Play clothes well worn,
Matted hair dripping,
Faces flecked with mud and life,
Eyes gleaming.
One white bucket, water sloshing
With each excited step.
Twelve sleek slippery salamanders
Red-brown against white.
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Lorie Alleir
SON OF THE MORNING

Son of the morning, revive my soul.
Refresh, awaken, and make my heart whole.
Shed Your light down on my darkened ways.
Cleanse me within by Your life quick'ning rays.
Cleanse me within by Your life quick'ning rays.
Son of the morning, in earnest prayer.
Sweat drops of blood fall down in despair.
Keep me from sleeping, open my eyes.
In darkest night my sweet Savior, He cries.
In darkest night my sweet Savior, He cries.
Son of the morning, at dawn of day.
Mary comes trembling, the stone's rolled away.
Brighter than sunshine her Savior appears.
This risen Lord will allay all our fears.
This risen Lord will allay all our fears.
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Lorie Allen

LET ALL THE EARTH GIVE PRAISE
Music by: John Darwall
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"Anonymous
SISTER

She doesn't notice me as I watch from the doorway.
She piles on make-up, then
buttons her tightest mini-skirt.
Her 'wonderbra' must fit perfectly,
beneath her spandex sweater, before
she can walk the high school halls.
There's pain in her life
her fourteen year old boyfriend cannot fix.
Yet nobody else tries—not even I.
I've never resembled her. I don't really know her.
More certain is the realization—
I do not like her.
And she doesn't like me.
Doesn't call me.
Doesn't make an effort to have a relationship
with me.
WHY should I interrupt my hectic schedule?
I see invisible tears in her eyes
which she insists are not there.
Thinking I should do something
(to relieve my conscience) I ask
"Do you believe in Jesus?"
She believes she doesn't care.
Yelling "kids my age aren't interested
in that STUFF!"
We are far apart—
separated by. . .
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"Anonymous

A generation.
She's a stranger, different, prideful.
unapproachable. . . immoral
immodest. . . a slut
a sinner.
I watch from the doorway.
I know I should help her.
I don't really care.
I want to bury the guilt I feel, but
can't seem to cross the gulf between us,
beginning in her indifference and ending
my pride.

Jennifer Bartels
EL MONSTRUO (THE MONSTER)

Hay un monstruo en nuestra sociedad hoy.
No uno hecho de garras fieras o dientes goteando con saliva,
No uno hecho de ojos malos que esta escondiendo debajo de la
Pero una criatura que esta en todas partes.
Agarra adultos confiados y ninos inocentes;
Invade las casas, las escuelas, hasta las iglesias.
Es casi imposible de escapar.
Desgraciadomente, mas gente se hacen vlctimas voluntarias.
La bestia esta violenta, preocupada con sangre y matanza.
Divulga malicia y calumnia,
Se deleita en las trajedias de otros,
Y se festeja en catastrofe.
No es Frankenstein, Dracula, o un horror ajeno;
No es Pie Grande o del Lago Ness.
Es el periodico, la radio, la television—
Es la media como comunicacion.
There is a monster in our society today.
Not one made of fierce claws or fangs dripping with saliva,
Not one made of evil eyes that is hiding under the bed,
But a creature that is everywhere.
It seizes confident adults and innocent children;
It invades homes, schools, even churches.
It is almost impossible to escape.
Unfortunately, most people become voluntary victims.
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-Jennifer Bartels

The beast is violent, preoccupied with blood and slaughter.
It spreads malice and slander,
Delights in the tragedies of others,
And feasts on catastrophe.
It is not Frankenstein, Dracula, or an alien horror.
It is not Big Foot or of the Loch Ness.
It is the newspaper, the radio, and the televisionIt is the media.
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Aron Barthold
FINDING TREASURE

Bright eyes and little faces
smiling up in admiration
shy smiles quick touches
sitting round me in beautiful bunches.
Stories they share of their everyday life
not filled with hatred, envy, and strife.
Worry does not yet wrinkle their faces
that is an unknown in far away places.
Pearls and rubies are all hid within.
Diamonds and emeralds are such precious gems.
Held in the fist of a child they fall
rainbow showers beheld by all.
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Aron Barthold
REFLECTED

The Painter
in his passion
smeared
the colors of
anger
and
life
across the sky
The colors ran and bled together
where the mirror
reflected
and the world
glowed and cooled
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Aron Barthold
STARTING HOMEWORK AT MIDNIGHT

The world is on my shoulders
as I sit here late at night
Knowledge weighs upon me
making me uptight.
The pages and the syllabi
from Dr. Warren stare
and constantly remind me
I'm not even close to there.
The literature of Carlyle
from Jumonville does state
I'm among the lowest
when it's time to concentrate.
Baker's plays of ancient men
with gods that run the show
Are full of human frailties
and things I must needs know.
But look up weary student
and stop at nails you're biting
For stress gives birth to poems
the children of—Imaginative Writing
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Summer BlackLETTER TO MY WAITRESS ON A TWENTY
DOLLAR BILL

hi.
Surprised you, didn't I?
You thought I'd leave nothing for you
as you mop the table top
with hair full of sweat
and covered with edible slime
that they hated anyway.
All night I have watched you
strangled
by your apron strings and other things;
you endure labor pains
Ten hours at a time.
Tortured in a diner—
You are servant.
You are slave
in a putrid kitchen cave
forever.
Here's a big tip for all the trouble.
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SummerBlackMARTIN L U T H E R ' S EPITAPH

The glory is not found in collected plates
or sacred water.
It is one man with one cent who believes in one God.
The glory is not found in medallions,
promotions,
or facades.
It is faith that rises above merit, trust with nothing to hide behind.
The glory is not found in the mass production of pedestals,
or a line of thousands waiting
for their turn to get the credit.
It is about building one pedestal, waiting for the day He will get the
credit.
The glory is not about obeying your conscience or yearning...
for the grass on the other side of the fence.
It is about submitting to someone much larger than yourself.
The glory is not waiting for your prince to come or believing
tomorrow will be a better day.
It is waiting for the King to come, and living today for His honor.
The glory is not a certain decade singled out for its notoriety,
a full resume,
or an event that happens
from 9 to 5.
It is an extraordinary grace, one that doesn't come from you, that
transcends through time on an everyday, every second basis.
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Summer Black-

The glory is not found on the Channel 6 Newscast, or
s-p-e-l-l-e-d o-u-t for you on
the Sunday morning headlines.
It is one man who changed the course of human history, yet was
murdered in
front of his most adoring fans.
You see, the glory is not about relenting, it's about repenting,
not about what we've given everything for~
but Who has forgiven everything.
The glory is not about closing a deal by signing on the dotted line
or shaking an outstretched hand.
It is about one man who ended death and began eternity for you
by signing your name in blood and opening His arms
as WIDE as they could go.
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Summer Black
NUMBER FOUR-EIGHTY-SEVEN TYPES

by ID. you know me
e-l-e-c-t-r-o-n-i-c-a-l-l-y we are technological acquaintances
who
talk
with
out ever
say
ing
a
word. ; -O
the. mail. you. send. i. can. not. hold,
in. my.
hands. :(
and. no. matter, what, emotion, you. choose.
I REFUSE
to love you
based on
howfastyoucantype whatyouthinldwanttoread.
Im TrYiNg tO rEaCh YoU
but I don't know
your true language;
there is no pattern to this c-o-m-m-u-n-i-c-a-t-i-o-n...
are you
m.u.t.e.
without your k.e.y.b.o.a.r.d?
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Barbara Blackford"
PROBLEM 1 9 .

PROVE LOVE.

If x + y +z = love,
and I x + y + z ® you,

then I love you.
1. Theorem #1
2. Reflexive property
3. Given

1. God is love
2. Love is like God
3. God = x + y + z if
x = faithful
y = sacrificial
z = caring
4. If I am faithful,
sacrificial, caring
then I love
5. I am faithful to you

4. Substitution property

5. Postulate #1:1 seek
no other
6. Postulate #2:1 put you
before me, or at least I try
7. Postulate #3:1 want
what's best for you

6 . 1 am sacrificial to you
7 . 1 am caring to you

I love you

I have x + y + z for you
QED
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Barbara Blackford
SELF-TEST
Do I love you?
The question paces up and down my mind.
I remember
I was four-or-so
too young to spell alone
writing a thank-you note to grandma
Asking
could I sign it
"Like,
Barbie"
because I wasn't
sure
I loved her
Sitting in chapel
"Clap if you love Jesus"
Can I?
Do I
love
enough?
Why is love
a thing
I have
to prove?
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Kelly Booster
IN KANSAS
the wind picks up its pace and sends the serene air
swirling about in a whirlpool of ferocious debris,
round and round it goes — fiercely ripping, tearing,
shaking, having no compassion and possessing
no method to its madness — while the invisible
claw reaches out to abruptly clutch
the heart of life with chaos, despair,
and fear, a momentary silence,
the eye passes, laughing
and roaring as it sees
the utter destruction
of its surreal power,
perfect turmoil,
life swirls
and mixes
with
death,
tor
na
do
!
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Kelly Booster
VAGABOND

Stealing,
begging,
seeking,
earning
Your eyes, your ears, your heart
I settle for less
Only able to borrow.
Hoping,
longing,
dreaming,
yearning
Of unheard places where time is sustained
And you and I with our
Four eyes
Three spirits
Two voices
One desire
Would find tranquility.
Curling up inside you,
Next to your hesitant heart.
(I know it's there
Though you only give me teasing glances.)
I recall your smooth-as-a-glassy-pond voice
And it shatters my silent slumber,
Leaving me with the roaring pain of reality.
And I lie alone with my Wishful Thinking,
The memory of your words
In rhythm with my pounding heart.
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Kelly Booster

Unwillingly,
fearful,
timid,
shy.
Exhausting myself
To hold you at arms length.
To not ask of you
What you may not want, I am
Hating,
burning,
crumbling,
dying.
When can I
How do I
Uncover your cast-iron heart,
Dissolve the filmy shield
That others see and turn away.
But I see through
And you know I do.
Perpetually in this secret state
Of wanting you.
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Daniel Buck1
ACNE

When you look at me you see a clown, spawning laughs at ease,
But behind the nose and shoes, is a school boy quaking at his knees.
I wish I possessed the strength I portray
But I am running from a monster called yesterday.
I once possessed the confident air you now see,
The suave, debonair leader of the gang, that used to really be me.
But my heart was then stolen by a thief in the night
By blue and laughing eyes, with a heart that didn't requite.
I gave all I had and some I did not.
She was kind and sweet, but as for love...she did not.
Time has past and the bleeding had stopped,
I've picked up almost all the pieces from when my heart was
dropped.
But now, there is another who could easily win my love.
She makes me a better man, and turns my mind to things above.
I want so much to win her affection,
But my scars are screaming "No!", my soul trembles at thought
of rejection.
So, here I stand feeling adolescent, as though I have acne and
glasses, and braces
Asking the beautiful girl for a dance before a thousand
watching faces.
Forgive me my meekness, disregard my fear.
Please don't notice the way I shake whenever you are near.
Though I know I'm at my best whenever your around,
I can't help remember that it was in love, all my pain was found.
But I will be strong, I'm going to risk that fall
Because the more I leam of you, I see you are worth it all.
34

Daniel BuckFEAR

Flames that kill, waves that drown
Lightning that strikes, strikes strong men down.
Many will tremble at the sight of these,
Their fearless facades melt with ease.
I'm not one of these men, I claim to be strong
Because I laugh when the fears of others come along.
But Achilles has not forgotten me, I too have a fear,
There is a hole within my armor that will yield to just one spear.
For all my boasts, there's a tiny beast that can bring me to my knees.
One thing can leave a quaking young boy, from whom all his battles
flee.
It's not a man with splendid might, it's not solitude in the dead of
night.
My fear is that if I love again, that again, she'll not requite.
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Daniel BuckTHE CLOWN

The clown knows he's at his best, his wit as sharp as a knife,
He makes them laugh so hard he keeps them all out of his life.
His prize is to hear their praises as they all walk home,
Yet praises fall quite fast, soon he's left alone.
He doesn't quite understand why no one's left after the shows,
No one cares as much when he takes off the rubber nose.
Every now and then he sees one in the crowd
A person he wants so desperately to know his heart screams right
out loud.
He presents her with crepe-paper flowers in a comical plastic vase.
She simply laughs and throws a rejection cream pie right in his face.
He discovers again that no one will love him beyond the fun;
He watches them go home again and his make-up begins to run.
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Matt Lutz
AMERICAN TRAGEDY

First Place Art

Scott Burdsalt
BRING M E J O Y

I strive to be me
But loathe what I see
And I feel as if I'm helpless to change.
Anger and loneliness come in
As the Devil takes me for a spin
Away from the Lord and His way.
Why do I feel this pain
As it drives me insane
What is the point of my trial?
My life is a toy
Satan plays with in joy
As he helps me go this way and that.
How long it has been
Since happiness came in
That wasn't rusty or tainted.
I don't think I have slept,
Since that day that I wept,
With dreams that have brought forth a smile.
Lord, I need today in my waking sleep
To find that which can touch me so deep
That joy will overflow in my life.
From where I now sit
I am in a great pit
That steals my very being away.
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Scott Burdsall'

Help me take hold of your hand
Lift me up to where I may stand
And take in all you have blessed me with.
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Scott Burdsall
SPHERE OF INFLUENCE

"No!"

The world crumbles beneath me
She is gone.
"No!"
Emptiness explodes into my entire being
My blessed sister is gone.
The pain has pierced my heart
Tears cascade from my eyes
I wipe them away without a thought
How could she be gone?
The years fly back into my memory
All of our shared joys and pains
Always she was near to me in body and mind
Will I survive?
Frail and tiny in my embrace
Strong and able in her spirit
How precious she was to so many.
All who knew her were touched by her selfless love,
A love found in knowing the Lamb of God
Who she followed until her breath stopped.
She was unforgettably special.
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Scott Burdsall"

"Find the Lord," she had told me when I was rebelling
"He will give you peace."
I love you, my sister
You will be missed sorelyYou were the best
I know you are eternally safe in God's arms of love.
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Shawn Carson
PRESUMING THE WIND

A good model, the wind:
Moving, but not consuming
(as fire always does).
It doesn't need the materials
in its path to spread. It depends
on nothing. Just pushing forward.
Led by something I don't understand;
As I should be lead. Advancing—
driven by a force that appears to have
no origin.
Yet the wind blows
gently, cool, suppressed.
Suppressed maybe only to me.
Because I feel the
infinite power behind it.
It forces its way through
nothingness—going where?
I'm not sure that it matters.
Sometimes blocked by something
absolute, fixed, steadfast and
unwilling to move.
Even so, at a distance beyond
the wind again finds itself.
Celebrating its reunion
collectively as if it had never
been stopped;
But it never was, only diverted
for a brief moment in its path.
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Randy Veldman-

BABY DIONYSUS
Second Place Art

(
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Shawn Carson
THE PROCESS

Begin Again
but this time by force
"To equal something good."
They say.
A contemplation solely inspired
or Expired.
Rupture yourself for humanity;
and release only from the source
whether it flows or not.
Spewing the crimson blood of your soul
which should first pass through the heart
and into the carotids to supply the brain.
Where reflections are remastered, or worked,
shaped and manipulated—
But the avulsion so created
diverts this path.
Exposing everything to the masses
so they can pour vinegar in your wounds
and Pick at the newly formed flesh,
so that it will never heal.
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Shawn Carsoir

Instead, a scar forms—
the layers of collagen Building
on one another— unevenly.
The meshwork of fibers, crossing
Fighting for a position over the other
Until the sore is no longer exposed
buried deep within the mound of corpulent dermis.
Only then is the impression effective
if it fits the mold;
to be considered a masterpiece.

Erin Carter
STAGE FRIGHT

i am an understudy
in an all too serious drama
never fully expected
i'd be called on to perform
(didn't even want this part
wanted to be in a comedy)
the lead actor is
more professional
better prepared
which is why she is the lead
i was an afterthought, and now
roles are reversed
i have been called upon
caught unaware
(what do i do?)
i do not know my lines
should have prepared more
kept practicing for the moment
(unlikely though it was)
but how could i?
i was never given a script
(guess there weren't enough copies)
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"Erin Carter"

curtain is raised
i do not want to do this
begging and pleading
offering to sell my soul if only
the director will find someone else
i want to scream
don't force me into this!
(oh, god!)
everyone is staring
(i need a new profession)
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Megan Clinehens*
DAWN: WAKING

brisk. . .
almost like coffee . . .
but I wouldn't know,
I've never tried a cup.
although, I'm
almost certain
that if I ever do,
it will remind
me much of
the taste of love . . .
tart. . . bittersweet. . .
invigorating . . .
something you often
regret having
grown accustomed to .
brisk. . .
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Megan Clinehens
TONIGHT

Tonight I saw this
incredible thing, but
all it was, was the moon.
And as I stared in
wonder and passion, I
realized that You created it.
But You did not do so
with a hammer and nail,
You did not fashion two
boards together and end
up with a sphere.
And You did not program
any supercomputer or
input codes from
which came that ball.
Nor did You take your
hands and mold a
chunk of clay into
that spot we see in the sky.
All You did was say
"Be,"
and it was.
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Megan Clinehens
WOULD I THINK S O MUCH

Would I think so much
of this blue sky if I saw it every day?
it's hard to say ...
it's so pure and whole ...
easy to forget about on a day like this
when all you see is blue . . .
there's almost nothing to catch your eye .
you really can't see it,
your eyes just wander ...
because there's no
imperfection to focus upon . . .
it's so different from me . . .
perhaps that's why I treasure it so . . .
perhaps I'm searching seeking finding
the things I've lost,
deciding
what I miss most of all. . .
I think I just want to be loved in the same way
I love this sky . . .
no expectations, no stipulations,
but looked upon with wonder, curiosity,
a desire to touch and be closer than I am,
or ever can .. .
admired for the contrast in surroundings,
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like that of the
hunter green,
discrete grey,
and the deep
blue
that meld and are individually perfect.
accenting the
uniqueness
of
blue . . .

Lindsay Crow
THE DEATH OF LOVE

The death of love . ..
"My heart doesn't need you anymore,"
She said
To the man with unbelieving eyes and empty arms.
The death of compassion . . .
"This isn't my responsibility,"
He said
As he passed a small child on the comer with despairing
eyes and an empty stomach.
The death of responsibility .. .
"It was her fault,"
He said
As the judge sentenced the rapist with cold eyes and an
empty conscience.
The death of simplicity .. .
"I don't have time,"
She said
As her little girls lifted up a toy with pleading eyes and
an empty spirit.
The death of memories . . .
"She doesn't even know me,"
He said
As his wrinkled mother huddled under the blanket with blank
eyes and an empty mind.
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The death of hope . . .
"No one cares if I'm alive,"
She said
And sank beneath the cold water with closed eyes and an
empty soul.
The death of despair . . .
"It is finished,"
He said
As He gave up His spirit with loving eyes and a forgiving
heart.
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Rachel DenHartog
FOG
Fog
is simply
a cloud layer
in contact with
the land
or
sea surface
or
lying very close to the surface.
Fog
is distant
closeness
but not intimacy with
playmate
or
brother
or
someone you can't yet admit.
Fog
is vague
longing
to be more than
surface mist
or
merely physical
but
earth and water,
heart and blood.
Note: Stanza one taken directly from Alan H. Strahler's Modern Physical
Geography; 4th edition
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Rachel DenHartog

I MEANT TO TELL

You ABOUT

HIM

I don't know if I should tell you who he is.
I mean, you might think I'm kind of weird.
You may not understand our relationship, and you may ask
questions I'm uncomfortable with.
You may ask why I don't do more to make him happy.
You may think I'm a big jerk because you'll see how much I hurt
him.
You should be saying, "If you really cared about me don't you want
me to meet him?
If he's the one that will make me happy, aren't you going to introduce
us?
If he's the one that will love me and will never leave me for someone
else, why can't you tell me who he is?"
I never knew how well I could keep a secret.
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Rachel DenHartogNATURE OF A CHILD

I wish I would haveknovvn
that the world of a child doesn't
really revolve around itself and
could change the world that did.
I would have leapt on stage
not reserving the timid self
fearful of what they would think when
they were not looking anyway.
I would have practiced and played
even though I hated it just because it
would have made someone happy besides
myself and she would know my love.
I would have let the game be
just for fun as we threw
to the wrong person and then
blamed whoever we could.
I would have not cried when she called
me a name I wouldn't forget because,
smiling, I would have just held my secret inside
not caring how that name was heard.
I would have come out of my private room
to share evenings that I didn't know
were whisking away with family I didn't know
wouldn't always be there.
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I would have known to be nice to him
because even though he was too tall, too skinny,
and laughed funny, he was so afraid
and maybe I could have been a good friend.
I would have come home that one summer
when I thought time called for independence
and would have spent the days single and free
loving what and who I had at that very moment.
I would have seen the offerings
they gave so I could some day
give to someone else what transpires
when the self-revolving world shifts direction.
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Jon Dimos
BROTHER AND SISTER

A brief history of time
is you and I,
is the intertwined mystery
is it true the best response
to mystery
is silence?
Silence.
Silence is the best
and loudest response
to mystery
You and I
are the best response to silence
You and I
bleed and groan
and grind like stones
I do not like the fact
that I sigh every time
I think of you
you and I
You are the sharp edge
I intentionally brushed against
You are the cut
I have no intention of healing
for to patch it up,
to stop the bleeding
to ease the ache I feel
would be to cut you
out of my side
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and I am more than willing
to bear the pain
to have your poison in my blood
for no other reason than it is
you
you and I
bleed and groan
and grind like stones
because silence
is too loud for time,
much less
brief you and i
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Jon Dimos
HOLY LAND

Regardless of what the tour guide says
it is the people that are of limestone
the buildings—
they are flesh and blood
A man is inspired by the past
propelled by the future
but that is irrelevant—
if his heart is trapped in the present
it will fade out slowly
to black
and show itself through a cold stare
it will reduce a man
to a cold stare
and a fist—
full of postcards
but the city,
in a proud grey color
it stands,
a color that changes with the day;
the city defies the future
proclaims the past
and pulsates
to the heartbeat
of eternity
as it casts its shadow
as a constant reminder
over vacant men
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UNTITLED
Third Place Art

Jon Dimos
THE GARDEN OF EDEN

the professor stops for just a moment
the sweat is shining on his forehead
and starting to trickle down
he pauses just long enough
for a hand to be raised
and a question to be asked:
and why do you suppose so many people
wear glasses anyway?
perhaps we are too ignorant
to consider that we were meant
to squint at the chalkboard
perhaps our vision
is not too obscured
but too clear
and we have not admired
or duly taken note
of the skewed lines
we walk on
and live in
under the strongest microscope
grace and truth
are a blur
and love is a paradox
of self and selfless,
and joy and pain
and we run because
we can't clearly distinguish
the separating lines
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but I will stop squinting
and embrace the fog
that truth lead me to
and in that fog
perhaps genius and insanity
could hold hands
and take a stroll together without bickering
wouldn't it be a day to remember?
that day we will
stop asking if the glass
is half empty or half full
and see that it is both
Instead of seeing a ceiling fan
reflected in a window
we will see the cherub
swaying his sword to and fro
guarding the gate to Eden
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Rob Durbois
A RIDDLE: THE CANE

I travel on one leg
Jumping every other step
My master is a gentleman
And always holds my head.
I climb up mountains
Or stroll down the street
I sleep standing in a comer
And yet with all my walking
I never take a step.
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TELL HIM I LOVE HIM
Wayne
I've been a long time away,
How's life? That's good.
Death?
Oh Wayne it's
Wonderful
How's my boy?
Is it hard for him?
yes
Oh, It'll get better
just, trust me I know
Could you give him a message?
no, no He won't mind
he suggested it
You see He's taking great care for my son
Just put your hand on his shoulder
draw him in for embrace
Tell him he's beautiful
Tell him I'm no longer ill
Tell him
I love him
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Rob Durbois
THE DEATH OF A MATE

Honorable Mention

I remember as children
On that crisp fall Sunday
When the leaves in our town
Turned orange and red
And before service began
We climbed that rickety ladder
Of the church bell tower
Sixty steps in all
To the top
I remember sitting on the grassy hill
As the puffy white clouds turned gray
And the rain bounced all around us
How water dripped from your chin
As we walked home hand in hand
Do you remember when we drove
In my father's old Chevy
With the top down
How we got lost and wished
To be lost forever
I remember our games
The ones we played in the tall grass
By the stone wall
Under the Hemlock Tree
How we feared being found
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I remember climbing the years
Sixty of them in all
All the way to the top
And today it is you
The church bell is calling home.
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No

ME QUIERES?

NI ME CONOCES
Late mi corazon; siento tu enojo
Vida tengo antes de nacer.
Necesito nueve cortos meses
Si me dejas, podre crecer.
Piensas que no soy persona
Pero te digo que soy tu hermano.
Dejame vivir, nacer, crecer;
Veras que realmente soy humano.
Una sociedad sin conciencia formas
Tomas vida sin saberlo.
Ninos y ninas mueren cada dia,
Pero tu niegas creerlo.
Preciosos ninos no ves a tu alrededor.
No sabes lo que haces;
Me matas con fervor.
^No me quieres? Ni me conoces.
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You DON'T
You DON'T

LOVE (WANT) ME?
EVEN KNOW ME

My heart beats; I feel your anger
Before my birth, I do have life.
Nine short months are all I need
I can grow, if only you'll let me.
You don't think I am a person
But I say that I am your brother.
Allow me to live, to be born, to grow;
You'll then see that I truly am a human.
You form a society without a conscience
You take life without knowing it.
Boys and girls die each day,
But you refuse to believe it.
You see no precious children around you.
You do not know what you've done;
You kill me with fervor.
You don't love (want) me? You don't even know me.
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Alicia Mari Eberly
A SPIDER'S BLESSING

Glistening star drops,
Threaded in concentric circles,
Criss-crossed our wooded path.
We stopped to watch a rising sun,
But sat witness to a mini-galaxy,
Guarded by a sentinel.
A silent-still creator,
Watching from an orbital post.
We imagined the Twins,
And, of course, Venus.
Swore we saw Big and Little Dippers
And kissed under a Milky Way.
The mottled landlord broke the spell,
To tend his weave of constellations;
And meticulously tested each thread
To shower our trail with stars.
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Alicia Mari Eberly
THE CHILD'S GAME

I loved flirting with the ocean.
His deep-blue playfulness rolling back and forth.
Catch my hand, if you can!
my taunting cry
far above his haunting chantCome play with me. Come play.
I took the challenge of his crashing voice,
Let the foam tickle my toes
and grab my ankles.
Laughing, falling back into salty arms,
I felt his true strength.
skin, eyes, nose, mouth
so close to me.
I knew nothing but his breath.
Panic burned against his power
tossed, pulled, thrashing.
Finally, I gave in to his blue-white peace.
He caressed my cooling cheek
And with the tenderness of a father
Set me down in a sandy cradle.
Kissed my hand like a gentleman
Promising to play again.
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Alicia Mari Eberly
WHITEFIELD MANOR

"EveryDAY, EveryDay, Everyday," said Adelaide
"One, TWO, Everyday
Three, four, FIVE, EveryDAY, Everyday
Six, Everyday,".
Searching for purpose in the pale blue corridors.
No one understands
"help me, help me help me me me..."
weakly cries a man who once
played college football.
So young against the yellowness of age
"I used to be a model, you know.
Wanna see m1 picture?"
Pleads a wrinkled white face.
Fear stops love
"Everyday, Every Day, EveryDAY..."
"I just want to go home, GOOO HOOOOMME."
"Did you meet my people? They'll like you.
They should be coming to take me home soon."
Minds lost in frailty's fog
And the sterile hospital cleanser tries
to scrub the stench of old
AWAY.
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Jason FrancisSTONE STATUE

Tall pillar
beneath my feet.
Gawking faces
beneath my pillar.
I cannot
crumble
into flesh
for I am
sealed
by the
concrete expectations
of the only company I have.
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Jason Francis1
WORK BACKSTAGE

First Place Poetry
The sawdust reeks and lifts the workman's eyes.
He breathes it deep and smells the unborn set.
These boards do much like skeletons arise
from calloused hands where earth and art are met.
The empty space he fills with pencil schemes
that gasp and heave with color in his mind.
This place—a playground—staged to foster dreams
when actors step from curtains just behind.
Alone he steps himself onto the stage
to force the rigid planks to bend and fit.
The bones of wood speak out against his rage.
They snap and crack with each demanding hit.
He laughs as sparkings slap against his chin.
He's building walls he'll tear back down again.
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Jason F. Fyffe
GIVE LIFE
Give life oh breath of God.
The pure exhale of gentle whisper
Fall upon your creation.
Wondrous mystery, from thee endowed
to fill with spirit by thy lung's cloud.
Give form oh holy potter.
The perfect grace of thy hand
Ply this clay unto thine art.
Steady motion, slight and smooth
to shape this pot thy image prove.
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Jason F. Fyffe
THE EYES ROAR

The eyes roar.
There is no storm in the sea of blue,
But there is a rustling none the less.
It is the thunder beneath the sea.
There is movement but there is no change.
Deep thought upon the ocean floor.
The surface is enchanting,
But beneath there's a soul.
The dark of much thought.
It is blinding, but by the absence of light
one knows it is there.
In these waters no one does tread.
The glassy cover of the damp
Sends shimmering reflections
Of light on all observers.
But no one dares the dark below.
What magnificent waters,
Always in motion, enticing me.
Peaceful, tranquil, the gentle waves.
Torrent tide, the current below.
I wet my foot to test the waters.
The black meaning shallow or bottomless sea?
The shifting damp answers my question,
And drags me under. Surrounded by dark,
By thoughts, holding me.
I suffocate, but do not have the will
To rise and breathe again.
Such peace. These waters surround me,
Encompass me, speak to me and hold me tight.
As I sink I hear the roar on the ocean floor.
The thoughts like gladiators
Roll, clash, do battle
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And only the powerful survive!
I feel the air grow faint in my chest.
A desperate gasp fills my chest with dark.
But I find my lungs fed by thoughts
Around me as well as my mind.
What a beautiful place beneath the eyes of blue.
Does one dare scope to see if all this is true?
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Howard H. Garwood

Do You THINK OF ME?
Do you think of me?
I don't mean simple recollection
or whether I grace your Christmas list,
but do you find that I'm on mind
slipping through your thoughts from time to time.
Do you think of me?
When you see a fuzzy worm or a lady bug
and lift it up,
as it crawls across your palm?
Can you see it move from your hand to mine?
Do you think of me?
When you walk a field of wildflowers,
daisies, blankets, ragweed, and little purple things,
do you pick for yourself a bouquet,
thinking I would have picked it for you were I there?
Do you think of me?
In the morning mist when you walk the woods,
and you stand amazed at the quiet serene,
do you wonder how the silence would be broken
if I were walking with you?
Do you think of me?
If you hear a song or see a picture,
do you wonder what I would think
if you read a poem about a ragged vagabond?
Do you find that I'm on your mind?
Do you think of me?
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Do I scale the latticework of you tall memory's keep,
climbing up and up the walls no matter how steep?
Do I dance along the battlements and haunt the corridors,
am I a wisp in the mirror or behind the next door?
Am I a creek in your memory's shaky stair,
at the thought of my name do the candles flare?
I thought I saw you in the shadows tonight,
your frame passed an apparition just outside the light.
I heard you singing through the paper-thin walls,
it was a song kinda like a siren's call,
but I know I'm alone.
Do you think of me?
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Howard H. Garwood
H O L Y IS THE LORD

I've been sitting in my thinking spot
contemplating what other instrument
could even fumble through the Music of the Spheres.
Who but the omnipotent
could bring the hammer down
against the chime that we would call the moon
and I can listen to it resonate
on Earth, Mars, and the rings round Neptune.
Holy is the Lord!
Its harmony is in the flowers,
the vales, the glades, and glens.
It's in the mystery and majesty
on mountain-tops,
and the enigmatic silence found down in the wood.
Holy is the Lord!
Listen as the owl bellows a call to worship
crying out into the stillness
with its head in an ever searching spin.
"Who?"
In a purely unperceivable manner
that man is not fully fit to hear.
Creation stands ready to praise.
Holy is the Lord!
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It is that time before men stir,
after the darkness of night dies,
when no mortal soul determines to worship.
So the birds sing an indiscernible alleluia
and the trees lift up their hands.
The grass cries out in a register none can hear
and the rocks spin in an intricate dance
just outside our dimension of sight.
Holy is the Lord!
So here in my thinking spot,
with my head tilted just right
I can listen to the song of the world,
and find a realization of the artist
that could compose the Music of the Spheres.
I can witness all this corner of the world
yell in a frenzy to the Great Muse,
"Holy is the Lord!"
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Carissa Guinnee
ENTER

i wish i could enter
i would be quiet
respect
would be my key
know that i love you
that i think of you
regardless
of what i might see
i knock at your door
i know that you hear
but
why
will you not answer
me?
are you afraid?
i know you are impure
i know you are wretched
i know you are corrupt
but
i
will still accept
and
cover
you
come to me
then, i will set you free
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free of guilt
free of shame
free of being
the
impostor
that is on the front
of the door at which
i
knock
and
knock
until
you answer
and decide to be . . .

Cory Hartman
I COULD THINK
O N E THOUSAND THOUGHTS
I could think one thousand thoughts
And sleep and dream one million nights
Before I rhyme a fluid line
With which my passion I define
In a sensuous place; divine
Is air and silken-sweet is light
In fantasy, you with me~bright,
Starry eyes see dusky hues
As poetry and skill I use
On you, whom mighty hands have wrought,
To tell you that I love you.
A thousand miles from my world—
A million eons lost from here—
An elf surveys alone for me
With golden hair the silver sea
And waves of soothing symphony,
Inviting: "Love! Return, my dear!"
A matchless prism is a tear
That modifies the world to white
And longing, sobbing, searing light
That brandishes frayed heartstrings twirled
As stars cavort above you.
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His

WATERS NEVER FAIL

(ISAIAH 5 8 : 1 1 )
burned
blazed
scorched
singed
parched
pounded
cracked
beaten
thirst
strong cool rain
river rushing running
pouring flowing flooding
quickening deepening
quenching satisfying
everlasting spring
watered
garden
green
oasis
lush
abundant
leaves flowers
blossom
grow
they will see your garden
they in their desert
will come to you to drink
you will say, my source
springs from the Lord;
His waters never fail.
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April Hendricks
POET

be real
just once
say something worthwhile
lost in ridiculous dreams that
mean nothing
produce nothing
can't be explained
leave your abstraction
just once
be real
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Laura Hepker

To KNOW THE JOY TODAY
"Though nothing can bring back the hour
of splendor in the grass, ofglory in the flower
we will grieve not, rather find
strength in what remains behind. "—William Wordsworth

To know the joy today, to have the strength tomorrow
I know not which is better
Strength seems but a stark shadow
Following dark behind joy's bright candle
Yet the two exist as one, together
And strength does not define the absence of joy
Rather joy defines the very presence of strength
And one is neither true nor real
If it lacks the other.
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Richard Hift
DOG CITY AFTER DARK

Everybody has a dog in my new neighborhood,
and all the dogs are pacing sad ruts around
their junk-lumber doghouses.
And after dark the dogs bark warnings, inquiries
bark insults and defiance till morning, bark
short-chain, short-chain, all night long.
Listen, dogs, I understand you can't articulateyour more complicated longings,
and I realize you're sick of those piles that ring
the end of your lonesome tether.
But we all have to live in this little corner of the world.
Let's try to wag with it, dogs. Let's curb our
incessant yipping, heel our pathetic whine
when the master draws near but then is seemingly
yanked back to his easy chair in the big house.
And let's face it, dogs:
whatever we're trying to get across, all the rest hear is barking,
snarling, irritating, chain rattling, growl bark growl
just dog noise.
So snuffle down now, dogs. Relax. Watch the moon sink
and the stars dim. The world is pausing,
steeling itself for morning.
We'll all have our day, brothers, but no one is going
to unhook anyone—not this long tonight,
oh love, not yet.
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UNTITLED
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Christopher J. Houser
FOREVER AGAIN

A well-loved friend, gone.
Loved, cherished, but forever missing.
Pain, loneliness at her absence, as if dead;
Nothing remains but a memory.

New hope? She returns!
Not forever lost, but here!
We rejoice, her friends and I.
Clambering, they win her Smile, attention,
love?
With their selfish antics.
Heartfelt greetings from her
Lovely lips trip lightly through
The air to their blessed destination
And slice me as they go.
Friend to Friend they call and laugh,
Unconscious of the shallowness
Staring from their greedy eyes,
Not knowing true devotion.
Yet not me, as I sit in my comer,
Nodding— lively and attentive,
Happy at her resurrected
pleasure,
Willing to be her errand boy.
Falsely, I banter about impersonal drivel.
I would sacrifice anything for her.
My soul, made weak with jealousy,
Now
destroyed
with
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Grating at the anonymity,
Hurting, as her Smile
Is bestowed on everyone
but me.
Pain and loneliness, undiminished;
Heartache, anger, wretchedness,
Guilt and self-accusation.
So I say goodbye—
A pleasant grin,
A contented wave,
And a bottled scream
As she slips away forever,
again.
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Jennifer Howeir
GRANDPA'S DRIVING

As we pass the scarred old tree,
Dad says that Grandpa drove like a madman.
Before the days of power-brakes, safety belts, and speed limits,
One could drive as one wished,
And end up in
A ditch
Leaving a trail of dings on the fender.
The worn old Rambler
Seemed invincible
But taken too often to the body shop
Painfully pounding out the dents of
Indifference, absence, and negligence.
On day, the road was slick,
Moisture pooled on the road like tear drops, and
He lost control.
Again.
And the car tumbled like a careless wordFlinging his wife and son,
And nearly killing them.
Somehow they survived,
But this time, he didn't bother with the body shop.
And then one day,
(A winter day, as Dad remembers)
Grandpa sleepily careened off the road once more.
And this time, no
Unskilled labor
Could iron out the damage.
For sometimes actions cannot be reversed:
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missed baseball games cannot be replayed
missed graduations cannot be made up
missed skinned knees cannot be kissed once they're well.
The car was towed away and forgotten.
But who can forge the collision of hearts?
For, Life cannot be relived once it has been snatched away.
And 30 years later, the old tree silently guards
This secret.
But the scar remains.
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THEN I'LL CHERISH
THE OLD RUGGED CROSS
Then I'll cherish the old rugged cross, and exchange it someday for a crown.. .

MIRACLE
a simple girl
un—married
a simple man
torn, confused
a work of God?
A simple birth
Labor pains wrack the frame of this simple woman
no help no comfort, not even a bed or reassurance
only a simple man, with loving eyes, and a peace.
33 years, Let this cup pass! Not my will, but yours.
Labor pains wrack
a sinless frame
another birth
a scourge, a whip
a thorn, a spear
the weapons
of this labor of
my re-birth.
The sacrifice of
a Son beloved
For God so loved
given freely for
a simple girl
My forgiveness.
MIRACLE
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No M O T I O N ?
Soon my eyes will be wet:
Silhouettes
I am seeing through the window
Silhouettes
Of clouds and woods and me
(My shadow reaches out
To the cold, wet night
Where my body fears to go)
Silhouettes
I am seeing through the windows
Silhouettes
Of clouds and woods and me
(And nothing else is out
In the cold wet, night
Where my mind's afraid to go)
I shiver the unknown I shiver
I shake the known I shake
I cry what I may not find I cry
Behind the silhouette
What is the shape
Behind the silhouette
What is the shape?
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IN FAVOR OF BRAKES AND COLD MILK

we are here
they are there
they are here
we are there
everyone in boxes in attics in abandoned
houses in forgotten countries that
were enchanted by a magician and now
travel ever so swiftly up and down the
road in shiny, shiny cars and
they are all wondering when someone
will know why they are about to drip
warm
tears
into
their
cold milk
we are all crying
we are all wondering when someone
will know why we are about to fold
ourselves into tiny little envelopes
without stamps or addresses
they are all crying
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we are hiding our foibles
(crazy drivers cause mental curses)
and
they are hiding their fears
(crazy drivers cause trembling)
we are trembling
and
they are ever so quietly
cursing
it's night and the headlights are on; and
we have steering wheels and brake pedals and
hazard lights and magic wands, and
I wonder ever so briefly what would happen
if we and they were to stop at the same time and
unpack each other and
have some cold milk and agree to be pen pals, and
cars pass cars pass cars pass cars
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Devan Jonklaas
EARLY AUTUMN MIDWEST SONG
for matt barlow
in her little dress
she watches
the wind
like a young dog
as it plays
with the old leaves
as it tosses them into the sky
and yaps
as they fall
and beside her is a silo
that is sleeping
like a giant
that is watching
like a mother
the fields
as they grow
as they sway
as they blow
as they play
in the breeze
and in the corner is
a little plane
that is climbing
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with a silk thread
that is hiding
in a gold bead
that is huffing
like an old man
that is puffing
like a steam train
as it tries to crawl
across
the sky
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Devan Jonklaas
WISTFUL

How I ache to ask you
Whether you like rainy nights better than sunny days
And if you like
to lick the dew off morning petals
And if you find joy
in tickling the spiders in their webs
And if one of your dreams is to follow a white rabbit deep
into its wet earth burrow
And if your prettiest dream
is to be wed under a frosty forest waterfall
And for the night after
ride a furry yellow dragon to the moon
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Coreen Koehn
TOMORROW AND TOMORROW

A playwright was quoted when he crafted wise words
That, to him, framed the speed of life's passing way:
He said, "tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow creeps
In this petty pace from day to day"—
But I, though never the profound poet as was he, say
That life carries not so much momentum as that
And that life crawls, not creeps, past.
Scholars and mortals with little preoccupation
Always seem to feel that life flies by
At a dizzying pace, and say that second links to second
And that time takes its flight and is never known again,
Save in blissful memories and pleasant thoughts;
But these scholars and poets, they are not me
And they certainly are not you, we who have to endure
Creeping moments that never seem to want to expire,
Moments that drag behind them the seconds that are meant
To pass. We can will them to pass, we can wish they would
Fly
Yet to two people separated by miles and differing worlds,
The seconds, the moments, the days (endless) creep—no, crawl—
In a less than petty pace.
Maybe the crafted words were not so wise.
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Jenna Latham
SINNER'S PRAYER

Save me, slight me
swim through my scattered
thoughts
free me, see me
sing to my soul
uncage the bird nested there
disrupt me, diffuse me
slide through the cracks
of my insecurities
leave me naked, vulnerable
weeping at your doorstep for more
hold me, keep me
roam around inside me like
an inexperienced nomad
until it's much too late to
return to the land of ghosts and graves
need me, love me
send me reeling through
fathoms of
undiscovered thought
untouched intimacy
unknown freedom
free me . . .
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Timon McPhearsoir
UNTITLED

Jack Leer
CHASE THE WIND

the wind blows...
southern breeze
sweeps around me
whispering sweetly
"chase desire"
barefoot feet trod down
heavy scented flowers
in open fields of
electric sensation
out of breath
slowing down
the fields are
trampled and rotted
the wind shifts...
western gale
sternly commands
"chase my power
and win"
confident strides
blown up a mountain
higher and better
into pride
summit of success
exhaustion, collapse
nightfall shockingly empty
the wind dies...
tired body, sore legs
weary heart, dead soul
the runner's prize
is empty death
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the stars appear...
north-star shines
speaking down
to all desolation
"You chased the phantom,
but never stood in Me."
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Raquel Lightbourner
BELLY BUTTON

The sole connector between
Life and Death
Mother and Child
Sitting stately as a king
Magnificent in the glory that it represents
From day to day it goes
Unnoticed
Taken for granted
Deep within
It is intriguing
Slightly encrusted with impurities that
Linger and
Linger
Purged in mighty way when the
Conviction is strong
Resistance weak
A mother and child
CONNECT
A Savior
A link through which the soul is fed
A life
A rebirth
Encrusted with the impurities
Purged in a moment of triumph
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Mother to child
A bond severed by the stroke of the hand
Father
and
Child
A bond severed by sin
Linked by
Love
Flesh
And
Blood
For eternity.
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Raquel Lightbourne
UNMOVED

You saw me sitting in the cobwebbed comer
The pale blue glow of the moonlight
Unmasking the tear drops on my
Aged face
You remained unmoved
You saw the knee I skinned at play
The blood flowing from within
Your eyes saw the pain
You witnessed the raw, oozing emotion
You remained unmoved
Through the faded, moldy curtains
You saw my silhouette arch
Doubled over in pain
You smiled without your lips
You remained unmoved
Father, you saw the coffin lowered
My spirit decaying within its unloved shell
You heard my pleas for death to take me
It came tip-toeing that joyful, despairing night
You still remain unmoved.
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Wendy Loney
WONDERING W HAT HE MEANS
BY SPACE
Within my broken heart
A heart filled with space
Space is an ugly word
A word that makes a gulf
A gulf that causes emptiness
Emptiness of the soul
A soul that longs for time
Time that escapes through my hands
Hands that grab at air
Air too thick to breathe
Breathe with hope
Hope for steady streams
Streams of emotions
Emotions deep within
Within my broken heart
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Lynnette M. Millef

GRAINS OF S A N D

And when I'd taken all the world
And placed it in His hands;
I wondered why I'd thought it large,
For it was grains of sand.
My problems were not as they seemed;
Their size reduced to dust.
They'd only grown beyond control
When I had failed to trust.
I'd taken more than I could bear
For human ways and means,
And only when I gave it up
Could I see what He had seen.
A foolish little child,
Trying to make it on my own.
When problems overcame me,
I struggled on alone.
Until finally I gave it up
And placed it in His hands.
Then wondered why I'd struggled so
With only grains of sand.
One day so many years ago,
Jesus let nails scar those hands;
So that when I fully trusted Him,
He could turn my problems into sand.
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Lynnette L. Miller
J U S T FOR M E
It's hard, Lord, to believe
And even harder to receive,
That You would have gone to Calvary
If the only sinner had been me.
That You would come as just a tiny babe
And grow up in a world that You had made,
Come to the finite from the divine
If the only soul to save were mine.
You would calm the waves and feed the thousands,
Heal the blind, and meet all demands,
So that through all this I might know
That You were God and You loved me so.
You were willing to be tortured and in pain
And bear the cross and not complain,
Because the reason that You came
Was so Your book might bear my name.
You conquered death, rose from the grave,
So that from the agony I might be saved.
All this You would have done,
If I had been the only one.
It was in Your great love You formed this plan,
And I must try to understand,
That You would have come to earth to die,
If the only sinner had been I.
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Lynnette L. Miller
THE FATHER'S HEART

The face was etched in pain
As willingly the hands let go;
To stop the feet that walked away
Would be to curb the freedom they must know.
Distorted, discolored, laid bare,
Tortured and nowhere to hide,
The face could only begin to tell
What the heart was feeling inside.
As china is shattered when dropped,
So lay the heart broken within.
Empty arms hung to the side,
Longing to be filled once again.
As the feet traveled farther away,
The eyes blurred over with tears;
Wanting in some way to stop them,
But useless to call to unhearing ears.
The feet stumbled as faster they traveled.
The destination inviting and fun.
The desire to help so deep that it hurt,
But help would be rejected and shunned.
Standing with arms open wide,
Both hands tightly secured;
All the world's loneliness was upon them
But no complaining was heard.
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See, oh feet, what you're doing!
Look back and see what's behind!
Cover the distance between you,
And receive what you're trying to find.
Run to the arms open for you.
They bore your burden so brave.
For while you were running away,
It was you they were trying to save.
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Wayne Moore
W R O N G NUMBER
I telephoned your old home today.
Someone else answered, a stranger,
he didn't know your name.
So I turned elsewhere:
Operator?
Can you connect me?
...Oh, I see...
Well, yes she did say she was leaving.
She said she had to be moving on.
A new job, a new environment, a new home
a summer romance dead and gone.
I drove by your old house just today.
No sign of you there
no car in the drive
no clothes on the line
just a memory of our time together
that continues to settle in my mind.
I decided it was time to leave
but before I could pull away
the stranger from the phone opened the door
and I thought I would ask for you one more time.
I walked up to ask him kindly where you were.
He didn't know of you
but he did know about you
he said, "I've been in that situation before."
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We talked for a while and he told me about his life
"I moved here to get away
from my friend
she had left too.
A new job, a new environment, a new home
a summer romance dead and gone."
And as we sat on the steps and talked and laughed
about the wrong number,
he couldn't help but think of her
and I couldn't help but think of you.
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Kelly Newell
I WAS DETAINED
I was detained
by my thoughts
after I heard her
crying
in the shower
and I wanted to be
Jesus
to her
to embrace her
with invisible arms
and offer her
Peace
in a soapdish
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Kelly Newell

To WHAT DO

I SAY GOODBYE

To what do I say goodbye
As you hold me
My mouth against your shoulder
I fit so well
To what do I say goodbye
As I pull away
But you would hold me still
I lean against this cold glass door
Trying to remember the feeling
Of you
Near
To what did I say goodbye
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Jeff Pearson
DARK

Blackness surrounds me
Damp and cold, the air chills me to the bone
Shivering violently,
I take in the musty air through labored breaths

As I strain my eyes to see through the darkness,
I am overwhelmed with fear
I cannot see anything,
For the blackness is too great
I cry out for help,
But only the hollow echo of my own voice answers
I

am alone

Collapsing onto the stone-cold floor,
I weep uncontrollably
Then I saw it
It started as a small speck of light
As it grew bigger, the blackness began to recede
Light, a warm, soft and beautiful light
Fell upon my weak form
Brighter and brighter the light grew
My weeping stopped
I felt my strength returning
The blackness was gone
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Enjoying the warmth of the light on my face,
I heard the soft whir of flapping wings
Looking into the light,
I saw a white dove flying towards me
I offered my arm as a perch for the angelic bird
Landing softly, the dove came to rest on my arm
The instant it touched me I knew
I would never be alone again
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—Jason Adam Perz*
SECRET ADMIRER
Is it wrong to be in love with a picture?
Some would say so;
my heart says no.
I've only seen you
second-hand, but
I've heard stories from some
who knows you well.
If only I could meet you
face-to-face
someday;
to let my dreams
live and breathe
not just in my imagination.
I hear your voice sometimes
and watch the steps of your dance;
I do not understand your words
nor comprehend your rhythms
but have the passion and patience
to learn them.
When I hear another call your name
I want to drop what I'm holding
and run to you.
My eyes fear rejection, but
I must confess that
I'm in love with you
Africa.
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Jason Adam Perz"
SUNDAY DRIVE

I thought of you this afternoon
while driving home from a small-town church.
The trees moved to the autumn groove
and the sky sang brightly while
cool air shivered me slightly.
Quite naturally,
I thought of calling you and
stealing you (from your work)
for the perfect Sunday Drive.
We'd roll the windows down
and lower the sun through the roof.
We'd let the music play;
Your hair would blow in rhythm
and my feet would dance on the pedals.
We'd laugh, sing, and laugh some more;
all with watery eyes and innocent smiles.
We'd learn more than names,
see more than changing colors,
and trace the wings of butterflies.
But it's Sunday night, and I write
this poem on my golden thinking couch.
I took no drive today, and
your phone did not ring because of me.
I'm sad and sorry that I spent this day
in my darkened room, 'disciplining' myself
to do what seemed so important.
I could have shared it with you.
Someday, I'll learn.
Someday, I'll take you away
on the perfect Sunday Drive.
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.Jason Adam Perz
EARS

T

just
as water
erodes
the
walls of the
Grand Canyon,
tears wea ther
throu gh the
surface of my
che ek
and create
a trick ling
spring, they
flow over my
chin and
f a
1 1
to my
bare
chest
where
they are
absor
bed into
the sk in above
my he art. asud
den good bye circu
lates numb
ness through
my bl ood.
in seconds,
evapo ration
disso Ives this
river but a
bed of saltsilt is left
behi nd
for me
to lie
on.
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Jill Petersen
I LOCK MY DOOR UPON MYSELF
I open my door to the world
And hope all will go well
What is out there?
Who is there for me?
I open my door to the world
But do not step out
I stay in my own space
Safe and Cautious
I open my door to the world
Blackness greets me
No stars, no sky
No fire, no ground
I open my door to the world
But the world is closed to me
So I return to my own world
And close my door behind me.
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Jill Petersen"
THE REAL ME
You look right through
The image I project
To see me as I could be.
No longer am I
Who I thought I was.
You have made me
So much more than I ever hoped.
Continue Your work in me.
Mold me like clay,
Sculpt me like marble.
Create me as You see me,
Not as I am.
Then will I be real.
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Derek Powell

IRON ABSTRACTION NO. 7
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Tod Piggott"
THE FLOSS SNAGGED

Somewhere between my third
and fourth molar
the floss snagged,
unfazed
i continued
my firmly bound fingertips
a tense pink.
i am
obsessive
in such matters.
from bruising exposure
i know that
passionate attention to detail
does not insure perfection;
fat remainsfat
crooked teeth remain crooked
in spite of the zeal
with which each tartar
is pursued.
yes
my teeth are crooked
they worry me unnaturally
and my fingertips
have become black in the clinical light.
why strive against nature?
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Tod Piggott

its got us
bent
head
to knees
fetal
in the dirt
our loves lost like pennies
in its pockets.
we have discovered new worlds
new ways of seeing
we have left behind
the cheerful chimney sweep
and his song.
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Daniel Plate"
IF
Honorable Mention
If when you are walking
by my house I
tell you my name and
the next thing I say is,
"Will you die for me?"
how long will you stand
there, trying to believe
I mistook you for
Jesus?
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Daniel Plate'
METAMORPHOSIS

There is a bee in the meadow
sitting on grass and chirping.
A bee with eggs
full of unhatched stingers.
A sudden
wing, a feathered
buzz.
A bird-bee, an animal, a bird
with a bee in its throat.
There is a bird outside
my window: buzzing.
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Jennifer Pletcher
DANCING AMONG THE FLOWERS
A girl is dancing among the flowers.
Unaware of the hurt surrounding her.
The breeze blows her dress as I clutch onto mine.
She falls to the flowers without a care about time.
CHORUS:
And she moves with the confidence I'm dreaming of.
So sure that her world will go right.
She cares not of the pressurebut the joy of living life.
The warmth of Apollo glows through her apple cheeksand I stare into the mirror as my color turns bleak.
Her hair shines like silk when the light picks up the brownbut mine is turning gray due to the stressing sound.
CHORUS
I watched from a distance on that day of yesteryear.
At a girl who didn't want to deal with a life of fear.
She swore she'd stay forever surrounded by the beauty.
The beauty of a simple life without hate and years.
CHORUS
Happiness and Peace keep wanting her to gogo on dancing among the flowers with her grass-stained toes.
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Renee Richard
FIST IN THE JAR

How the Night falters
In heaving the covers
(that gentle facade)
Over our heads
A little less roomy—
I squirm
A little less dark—
I squint
Filled with splitting,
sense-shattering sound
We cower
We cringe
Afraid from the Falling
Duck, Crawl, Dive, Run!
Beware the PIERCING
Double-edged and straight
I am struck. .. and stuck
Through the heartsoulmind
Skewered in death
To this Darkness
Now sucked—now yanked
Arrow point expanding
Into searing blindness, eyes wide
Wrench from my clenched hands
O GOD!
This death grip on life.
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Renee Richard'
JOSEPH PONDERED, TOO
Would he break
If I dropped him,
Like a jar made of clay,
Or would the angels
Catch him
As he fell to the ground?
Would he scream
If I hurt him
Like other babies do,
Or would he take it
Noiselessly
And turn the other way?
Would he get sick
If I fed him
Soured milk from the goats,
Or would his tiny gut
Digest the nasty stuff,
A miracle in itself?
Would he turn his back
If I disowned him
As my son,
Or would he love
This lowly carpenter
Who never asked for him?
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But I love him
Even though
He is not son of my flesh;
I love him as my own.
And maybe someday
I will be a son with him.
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Renee Richard
VALLEY OF GOLD
Second Place Poetry
dotted knolls of homes and barns
and in the dells, a town or four
swarming, swarming, the people come
to touch, to taste, to live my valley
vineyards stripe the fertile land
with wine that draws the wealthy hand
alfalfa rows in parallel
and fences split by wood and barb
spinning, the windmills turn
the whirling spokes of bicycles
along the road and under the blue:
this is the valley I see.
emerald swells undisturbed
rising to peaks of clouds
and in the sky
great gray mounds
waiting to wash the mustard yellow
and, oh, the fields
rippling, rippling
stirred by wind and hoof and heel
and flowers leaping at the sun
welcoming the daily pour
of living, golden light:
this is the valley I remember.
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dappled hills awash in sunset
rolling to the mountain feet
and on their crests
riding like ships
houses vanish in waves of heat
and cattle and horses
roaming the honey slopes
and winds rustling
leaves of oak, needles of pine
and I soak my senses
reeling, reeling in my valley of gold:
this is the valley I love.
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Steve Richard
BEANS AND RICE

These tears are from the onions
which I have just diced and which
I will soon mix into this,
the last meal which I will cook for us.
I have diced these onions carefully
and they are in very tiny pieces
there on the chopping board
and I have placed your favorite record
on the turntable.
And what I must do now
is to tell you many things.
(and I must be very careful
because it is very easy
to forget that this rice,
which is so easy to prepare,
is also so easy to overcook)
And I realize that I probably will not
tell you these things,
I realize that I will talk throughout the meal
about how the meal was prepared
or very likely will not say anything at all
but remain quiet as the record spins
and continues to spin
even after you have left,
so that the needle will gently ricochet
off the circle of paper
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and that I will continue to watch it do so
even after you have left,
even after you have picked
that one stray piece of onion skin
from your teeth,
even after we have finished
all that I have taken such care to cook.
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Steve Richard
DRIVING IN VERMONT

Third Place Poetry
In the future,
When we no longer drive for the sake of driving,
There will be two houses in the country facing each other,
Separated by a small road,
Surrounded by farmland,
Canopied by a great sky.
A sky so huge that storms can be seen at a distance.
Then, I will leave my chair by the radio
And cross the road to your house;
You making tea, two cups set on the serving tray.
Rocking the chairs on your porch,
We will wait quietly as the storm approaches
And you will say,
"My laundry is still hanging on the line..."
I may even touch your hand.
On the radio today a man said that it will soon rain.
If you were to come with me,
We could watch the drops hit the windshield of my car.
If you were to come with me,
I might even touch your hand.
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Dave Ritchie
GROWTH
I see
that I have much to learn
about keeping my mouth shut.
Today I got angry
in my stomach,
then in my throat,
then it popped
out
through my hand,
to my pencil,
on to paper
which I placed in front of you
thinking how good I was,
keeping my mouth
shut.
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Dave Ritchie'
REFORMATION

Particle board reality
chips and splinters far too often
for the kind of wood screw living
that I intend to do.
The hickory camaraderie
of hedonistic carousing
promises more knots than I could
ever hope to get through.
So let me have a tree of oak
planted in my backyard.
I'll cut off little sections
every spring to feed the fire
That heats the stove that melts the ore
that pours into my trusty mold;
I'll make wood screws for the children
and they'll learn of true desire.
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Amie Rose
OUR NATION'S CAPITAL

The locals dress in drab gray
Camouflaged among buildings
Dark and dim
Cold
Their flesh smokes through metro halls
Facelessly
They read their
Business report
Stock exchange rate
Money
The green gleam in their eye
They stride by
Beggars
Buildings of fame and
Real people, visiting for the weekend, and
You
Without blinking an eye, or breathing
Not stopping long enough to breathe in the
Foul air
And across the pavement
Their cries for freedom
Lie muffled
Underneath their
Armani souls
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Amie Rose
20TH CENTURY FOX

Handing down the disease of our distraction
Audiences fixed in limbless traction
If only for an instant, the unending action
Caught
On the lips of mankind
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Robert Rottet
SAVE ME SOON

You can't answer their questions directly

and my head rests on my hand
as I ponder
how will it arrive on their platter
this time
this time
Salomae wants something like she saw
in the designer book
Judas keeps his ear to the ground
I lift up my hands for a cure
I know it takes time
and I know I'm not
Jesus
save me soon save me soon
I get nervous
I tell lies
I don't react too fast
I'm up, down, all over the place
But I know there's a heart in there
somewhere
the healing is coming and I will be
redeemed
there is hope
and I will not be numb
peace be with you
and also with you
salvation come by the name (no other)
Jesus
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Robert Rottet

WHAT'S IT LIKE BEING A GIRL?

What's it like being a girl
when all the boys are teasing you
how does it feel inside
does it make you want to cry
or maybe just scream
What's it like being a teenage girl
when teenage boys have
put their eyes all over you
does it make you feel like dirt
or maybe you just cry
ARE YOU A PET
PERHAPS A POSSESSION
1/2 OR WHOLE
MAYBE A LESSER PERSON
Is it written in stone
is anyone certain
an age old lie
a tradition
What's it like being a woman
with all the different scars
from being a girl
is it any different now
(except that you can't cry)
Please tell me
if you can
I'll try to understand
what its like being a girl
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VACUUM STUDY

Ryan Schultz

AN D .

. .

And it stood before me.
Arms stretched wide.
It's towering tip almost touching
the nights nearest crystal
star.
And I touched its burnt bark.
I spotted a low branch,
Like the first ladder
wrung begging me to
try.
And I reached up to it.
My climb had begun.
My bare callused feet
found a hold on a
knot where the tree
refused to grow a
limb.
And I sat on its shoulder.
The field laid out before me,
empty but filled
with sounds of
life.
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And I wondered why I should descend.
My feet did not ache
for they did not touch
the ground and the
breeze that once was
blocked by the distant hills
now stroked my sweaty
arms.
And I sat.
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Kristi Skinner
GHOST
You
my dream, my hope, my ghost
You
who I don't really know
You
haunt my midnight studies and
disrupt my afternoon excavations
into the realms of determined brilliance
You
who never existed, certainly
You
who turn my solitude into perilous
ecstasy and make my loneliness a cloud
You
who have no surface or substance
You
who sparkle me silly and
render me prickly pointless
You
of certain serpentine loveliness
You
of probable chance and certain possibility
You
the phantom figment
You
spun off a smile, promising
eyes, a connecting kiss
You
only in my mind ever exists.
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Kristi Skinner
WORTH

Starlight and pixie smiles,
instead of illicit attempts at
conversation over an
empty cup of desperation,
intrigue stalks me
passively
I allow meaning to be
stripped from the peeling
walls that guard my treasure,
precious to some.
The highest bidder will
eventually win, but the
bargaining with my Adversary
continues like a
forbidden dance, fascinatingly
drawn out until no one
is left standing.
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-Dr. Jim SpiegelI SAW A MAN EXPLODE
I saw a man explode today,
And since, I've been ashamed.
For I caught his spleen and elbows,
But I didn't catch his name.
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Marcella Stauffer

His

DRAWING ROOM

He has turned off his passion,
The light in the drawing room.
He has shut the door behind him,
Never to return.
He wants to forget the room
That he had stumbled upon so suddenly
And had fallen in love with instantaneously,
For he felt like an intruder—afraid he'd be dragged away.
The room now lies dark and motionless
Without him there.
But there is no point in returning to the darkness,
For the light that once lit the still room has been snuffed.
If he only knew of the room's darkness
That was once brightened by his passionate presence.
If he only knew the Architect
Had designed it for him alone.
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IT IS ME, AND THAT IS ALL
I sit among you all, silently pondering what you must think.
Few words escape my lips when I am with you.
Do you ever stop to wonder why?
It is not my person because it is easy.
Energy or passion are not its cures.
Quietness at a time like now could mean anything. . .
Maybe I would like to speak,
But rudeness is the only opportunity.
The statement is no longer poignant. Never mind.
Maybe you have bored me.
Did you think I may not find interest in your topic?
Maybe I don't like you.
But maybe you have enthralled me beyond words.
Maybe my heart beats inside my throat.
Maybe I have fallen in love with you.
You ask me how you can know what I think.
Don't analyze my character.
Quietness is me, not a problem.
Don't think I am snobbish.
Maybe I like you so much I could not tell you.
Don't be fooled.
Don't think I am too intelligent,
That I cannot relate to you,
For maybe I am stupid.
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Don't think I don't care about you or what you are saying.
Maybe my heart is reaching out to you in silence.
Don't shut me out.
Don't think I am not passionate just because it doesn't show.
I may be so overwhelmed with passion
That it has choked me.
Don't think I don't want to be accounted for because I don't speak out.
Maybe I am waiting to hear that you want to hear me.
Don't ignore me.
Don't think I have no opinion because I didn't last time.
For maybe I am intelligent after all.
Don't underestimate me.
Don't think anything—that's judging.
Just let me be, as I do you.
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Janyre Stockinger
JYOTI *
Darkness consumes my senses
my skin absorbs its cold
darker shadows of trees sway
rustling ominously in
quiet night
Light slashes the darkness
consuming the mountain,
a river of burning white
dancing, snaking through dense forest
black smoke lit by its creator
lifts, swaying
to the rhythm of the wind
In its search for power,
the light will dominate,
destroying acres of land and
leaving charred remains
of the offering made
for human kind.
* Jyoti is the Hindi word for light.
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Nathan Swartzendruber
RAIN IN MY WINDOW,
SMOKE IN THE LEAVES
the days of months are passing now, the sky is mostly black,
the late evening wedding lights are slowly turning back,
the grass sharpens underfoot as blades turn dagger-brown,
and many are the northern winds that bend me to the ground.
the sun sinks into the south and wonders whether he
will outlast the flaring red attire that dangles upon the trees,
dead, the fields, row on row, blanked, the robin's eye.
quieted, now, his singing shrill whose echoes soon will die.
on my way to winter quarters, silenced by frailty's tear,
my eyes sought solace on the ground where life still haunted, near,
and to my mute amazement, one small comfort there i found
in the form of minute dandelions scattered across the ground.
they were yellow as the dying leaves but full of life and light,
glimmering through the shadows that it was not wholly night,
and as i looked around me, whole avenues of suns i saw
in the byways of the skyways that i knew of, not at all.
and if i did not shout for joy, or run amuck with glee,
as least i took one tiny sun to keep inside of me.
this sun, here, i give to you: keep it from despair.
keep it through the winter's chill when hearts need something there.
this gift, not wholly mine to send, comes from a thought above:
that in the coldest, darkest hour, what warmth, a flower of love!
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Eric Tan1
PURIFICATION

The world is a funnel polluted with crude sin particles
wherein man is being contaminated by impurities
conscience and integrity are being neutralized
and gradually corroded by lust and pride
But, God who acts as our filter paper
will retain all unclean residue
and sieve away our sins
leaving behind a
refined
clear
new

filtrate
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WINTER'S PROMISE

As winter laid her ermine wrap
Embracing the earth below,
The trees bowed in reverence
And the bushes courtesied low.
I looked upon this glorious sight
And knew there'd never be
A single stroke of an artist's brush
To equal this beauty I see!
And just when this blanket of beauty
Succumbed to the sun's warm rays,
The warmth and the chill collided
And the earth shed its ermine for haze.
The Creator had taken His magical brush
And bathed my soul with His art.
"Enjoy it, my child...no price is attached,
It's my gift to believing hearts."
Suddenly I knew it was all so true
(His plan to redeem the world);
We'd all be made new with a stroke of His brush
As surely as Spring is unfurled!
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MOUSE CITY AFTER DARK

(with apologies to Rick Hill, page 88)
Everybody has mice in these homes edged by stripped beanfields,
and all the mice are chewing brave tunnels,
connecting the kitchen cabinets.
And after dark the mice squeak directions in mouse code,
rustle garbage bags and squeak greetings till morning, squeak
crumbs here, warmth here, all night long.
Listen, mice, I know the wind slices through your thin mouse fur,
and I sympathetize that you want more than an old tire,
a rough furrow for your mousy family.
But we all have to live in our place in this world.
Just try to live with it, mice. Pipe down your
annoying scratching so I can live
without my feet drawn up from the door, my evenings
a spectacle of mice skitterings as you miss a curve on hardwood track.
And face it, mice:
whatever you're trying to get across, all I hear is squeaking,
chewing, bag rattlings, squeak scratch squeak
just mouse noise.
So hunker down now, mice. Hide. Or tiptoe to the smear
of peanut butter on tiny plate. The trap is rigid,
steeling itself for the spring.
You'll have your day, little mousies, and I'm waiting to be wakened
by the rustle, scuttle scuttle, squeak
SNAP!
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Scott Weldy
FALLING FROM GRACE

i border on ecstasy between
pleasure
and
pain
with everything to
lose
and nothing to
gain
my soul has been
trapped
my mind wasted
away
with a prayer of
remorse
my world can not
stay
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DEAR SIR:

dear sir:
you were just a car wash attendant
and i was just a woman who didn't quite know
how to work the carwash.
you watched me struggle a bit,
waiting to see if i would figure it out
on my own. i didn't, i wouldn't have.
so you stepped in, asked if i could use some help.
"oh yes," i admitted, feeling rather foolish
and a bit poor, my money going down the drain.
and you took out a remote control, gave me more time,
and showed me just how to get a car clean,
how to adjust the setting to fit the stage.
you helped me today, sir,
when i was struggling most, you came to my aid
and didn't even make me pay for it, you just patiently showed me
how.
i guess in a sense, you were just a carwash attendant doing your job,
but in another sense, you reminded me
of Someone else i know.
Someone who corrects me gently
when i'm doing it all wrong and struggling to understand
how it all works when it just seems so confusing.
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Someone who comes to my rescue
when He sees me wasting what is valuable,
and shows me how much more i can really do.
so thanks, mr. carwash attendant,
i needed to be reminded to day of what grace is.
you helped me without ever knowing it.
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PSALM 73:28
"but as for me,
it is good to be near God."
to inhale Him
in each breath.
to hear Him
in each sound.
to see Him
in every face.
to feel Him
in every breeze.
"as for me,
it is good to be near God."
to breathe the air
He gives.
to hear the sounds
He sings.
to see the beauty
He paints.
to feel the winds
He sends.
"as for me,
it is good to be near God."
to now a bit
of this blessed pain
that is blowing through
this open window of my heart.
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may i love You now,
in this moment,
as i breathe, listen, watch, feel
for only am i filled
when i find myself
near to You.
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SWING

It was actually a board,
with two pieces of rope tethered to the ends,
attached to the perfect branch.
But to me,
it was a bridge to the wind.
It pushed me close to the stars,
and I reached out my hand to touch one
and it pulled me back.
Then it tempted me forward again,
and it teased me back.
I could never quite get high enough.
So I stopped reaching and just watched,
content that I could at least
share the view with such beauty.
I swang slowly and a little bit crooked,
smiling at the tree above me
at my dog below me,
at the living painting canvassed over my head.
I wiggled my toes
and I threw back my head.
I stretched out my legs
and I captured a deep breath of beauty.
It was actually
just a board and some rope,
but tonight,
it built a bridge to You.
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Heather \oder
A COMPARISON

In front of the checkout line was a lady—
A lady. Nice hair, Shiny rings, Perfect skin.
Beautiful lady.
Her hands were soft and shallow—
Long pointy nails painstakingly painted
Like the Doll you gave me for Christmas.
I saw you look at her.
Unconsciously you hid your hands
In the worn pockets of your wool work jacket.
From what were you hiding
Grandma?
scrutiny? shallow scorn?
I was proud of your hands
yesterday and before—your
Tenderly torn skin.
Lovingly your hands
helped newborn lambs into the world—
Held your children and their children when we cried.
Did you want more for me than you had?
I already had more—
Much more than a Lady.
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OUT OF TIME

You and I are out of time, and we must find a way
across the deserts and the seas, a milling years away
In search of all the good inside the hearts of every man
and we must find good hearts today, if we can find good men
A thousand years, a thousand years, and many more it seems
the journey of our many lives, caressing all our dreams
The craziest of dreams today, came into our heads
a snake a thousand meters long, I held him in my hands
A serpent beast with giant wings slithered through the sands
and came to us and spoke in tongues, "why are you in this land?"
I asked him could he tell us where all the dead men go
he said he couldn't tell us, and maybe we should go
I asked the fairy serpent, "please, tell me where they go"
he slithered back and raised his head, but still the snake said no
"The sun beats down on us," I said, "soon and we will die"
"tell us where the dead men go, tell us how good men die"
He said that he could take us there, on one condition please
that should we leam the secrets there, we should never leave
We laid our heads down on the sand, the serpent and its prey
the sun first made my eyes grow dim, and soon light turned to gray
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The hearts of men are evil, the secrets did unfold
there are no good men living, only dead ones, we are told
Trapped in time a thousand years, with thousands more to come
held alone with secrets that we can tell no-one
The men on earth, still at war
soil the sands of time, with bloodstained hands
they destroy the lands, and here I watch and cry . ..
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YOU AND I

myself, I'm often dreaming
of stars and deep blue skies
of hopes and fears
and countless years
of love, and you and I
and I am lost in memory
of times that's passed us by
of tears and dreams
and long lost friends
and love, of you and I
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UNTITLED

F

iction

u
Writing fiction has
developed in me an abiding
respect for the unknown in a
human lifetime and a sense of
where to look for the threads,
how to follow, how to connect,
find in the thick of the tangle
what clear line persists.

—Eudora Welty,
"Finding A Voice"
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PEACEBREAKERS

ook how big it is!" Kerin whispered with wide
eyes, not wanting to frighten the animals nearby,
but still amazed at the size of the rising sun. She
had seen the sun rise before, but it had never
looked the way it did over the horizon of Kenya's
Masai Mara game reserve. Land as beautiful as
this, with its gentle slopes of tall grass and its
mountainous borders, deserved such a striking greeting to every
morning.
Benjamin killed the engine of the tour van as Kerin poked
her head slowly over the edge of the raised roof hatch. A string of
five silhouetted elephants of all sizes lumbered casually between her
and the big, red ball that sleepily continued to rise, now balanced on
the edge of the globe.
"You let me know when you are ready to go," said Benjamin
in his thick African accent. He was a Turkana, a tribe known for
tracking, and he had been working for the Mpata Safari Club ever
since the ban on hunting twenty-some years ago. He couldn't
experience the thrill of the hunt, but he could still use his tracking
instincts for the tourists. As he was getting older now, he didn't
mind so much.
"What else are we going to see?"
"We go to the other side of the Mara. I hear on my radio
there has just been a rhino spotted by a waterhole near the west
border." Usually the only time to catch a glimpse of one was in the
early morning or late evening.
Kerin's heart gave a start. She had been hoping to see a
black rhinoceros today, her favorite of the Big Five game animals.
She had a fascination for them that the other four—elephants, lions,
leopards and cape buffalo—didn't hold for her. Something about
their quiet power. When the assignment came up at the magazine to
go to Kenya to photograph the wildlife, focusing on the rhinoceros,
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Kerin had jumped at the chance and had been ready to beg to be
sent. Her background as an experienced photographer and the fact
that she had been with the Chicago-based magazine for over ten
years spared her the pain of groveling.
She would be on the Masai Mara for eight days before she
had to return. This would be only the second rhino sighting in the
last four days. The first one, two days ago, had turned out to be a
disaster. The rhino was spotted and reported on the radio waves, but
by the time Benjamin could get Kerin there, the large number of
tourist vehicles had forced the rhino to retreat back into the nearby
bush. They got there in time for Kerin to snap a few pictures of its
back end disappearing into the foliage.
Kerin had heard Benjamin talking to another driver on his
radio, but the Swahili words were spoken too quickly for her to pick
up much meaning from the small vocabulary she had of the national
language. Benjamin and the other tour van drivers kept each other
informed of sightings of rarely-seen animals. Zebras, giraffes,
wildebeest, baboons, and most of the gazelles were plentiful
throughout most of the Masai Mara. But since it was the largest
game reserve in East Africa, some of the endangered animals were
not easy to find. The Big Five were naturally the most reported
animals on the radio lines. It was probably not coincidence that
these five were also the most dangerous animals on the Mara.
Usually the number of vans and jeeps at a reported sighting
increased rapidly, so Kerin wanted to get there as soon as they could.
She snapped a few more pictures of the sunrise with the telephoto
lens. Then anxiously, yet somewhat reluctantly, she made the
decision to turn from the elephants and the glowing ball of fire and
had Benjamin start the van. They headed toward the rhino's
waterhole.
As they drove over the rough soil of the Kenyan savanna,
Kerin stared out the windows, appearing to be daydreaming but
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actually mesmerized by all she saw around her. What had looked
like rocks turned into sleeping waterbuck as the amber light spilled
out across the plain. A grazing giraffe revealed itself in the sun's
rays to be nothing more than an acacia tree, its branches sweeping
the ground. Even though her assignment was to capture this beauty
on film, she knew her camera would never have the eyes to see what
she saw.
It was about 30 kilometers to the west border of the Masai
Mara, a half-hour drive. When they came upon the waterhole
another vehicle was pulling up from the north side, making it only
the third to discover the rhino, next to the one that made the sighting
and their own. This third van was decorated with black and white
stripes to make it resemble a zebra, more for the tourists' sake than
the animals'. The animals generally regarded the vehicles as another
type of animal. The idea was that tourists were in no danger from
the animals if they remained in the van and remained quiet. About a
half dozen people clustered at the windows on the left side of the
van, each selfishly struggling against the others and hoping to catch
the best angle of the rhino to capture on their videos and disposable
cameras.
The magnificently large black rhinoceros was standing at the
edge of the waterhole. His mammoth grey head moved slowly from
side to side, taking in the new action around him. His rapid
breathing and frequent snorting were evidence that he was not happy
to have intruders. His naturally poor eyesight added to the
confusion.
Kerin stood up to her camera on the tripod which protruded
through the opening in the van's roof. Benjamin had stayed a
cautious distance away from the scene since Kerin had the ability to
get close to the creature through her camera lens. He shut the engine
off to give both the rhino and Kerin some peace.
She began to snap a new roll of film, admiring the huge
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beast. "He's got to weigh at least three thousand pounds, don't you
think?" she said as she watched through her camera lens.
Benjamin agreed. He had just noticed the little tick bird hopping
around furiously on the rhino's rump. The words for the tick bird in
the ancient language of Swahili meant "the rhino's guard," and they
usually had a good sense of distinction between danger and peace.
The zebra-striped van continued to move closer to the
rhinoceros. Kerin could hear the shrill and clear voices of its
passengers through the open windows and roof, squawking to each
other and shouting their "oo's" and "ah's."
"Aren't they awfully loud, Benjamin?" She kept her voice
down, but on the quiet, grassy plain Benjamin could hear her well
enough.
"Mmm," he replied. "Too loud. See, the beast is already
stamping his front hoof."
She looked out again at the temperamental rhino and saw
him bob his head nervously. With his head down and homs pointing
forward, the big black looked more menacing than the docile ones
Kerin had encountered two days ago.
The zebra-striped van dared to go closer and closer to the
rhinoceros. Kerin wanted to somehow tell the ignorant tourists to
shut up and stop making the rhino angry, but because of the distance
between the vans all she could do was watch and quickly snap frame
after frame of film.
"For goodness sake, bugger off and leave the poor fellow
alone," she heard Benjamin say under his breath to the other van.
Though he used to hunt and kill these animals as a profession, he
still had respect for them and a belief in treating them fairly. That,
too, was before the rhino population had dwindled from around
20,000 to around 500 in less than 25 years.
With his tiny black eyes fixed on the van only a few meters
before him, the rhinoceros chuffed and threw his head forward. The
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tick bird fled. He stomped one last warning, charged the short
distance before him, and rammed his head into the side of the zebrastriped van, causing the plexiglas windows to shatter and scooting
the whole vehicle a few feet sideways. Still confused and not
seeming satisfied with the first blow, he again plowed his massive
grey head into this thing that had disturbed his peaceful morning. A
third time, without hesitation, he lowered his front horn a little more,
and with one simple flick he turned the van onto its side to lie
completely helpless. The tourists were screaming and holding on for
dear life. One man had dropped his video camera and was hanging
half-way out of the roof hatch. The others were scrambling for a
way out of their van and away from the maddened beast.
Kerin heard a shot from across the waterhole. A fourth
vehicle had pulled up as the rhinoceros unleashed his fury, and the
driver of it was standing close to his door with a rifle, ready and
aimed to shoot a second time. She looked over to where the rhino
had toppled the van.
He was gone. Lucky for the beast, the driver didn't have
perfect aim: he had shot a wound just behind the rhino's left
shoulder which caused enough of a scare to chase it back into the
bush.
"Why did he have to shoot?" Kerin said through clenched
teeth. She finally found another rhinoceros, and again some stupid
tourists make it angry, and this time it gets shot for having it's
breakfast disrupted.
"He was angry. Could have killed those people," replied Benjamin,
though he thought it was probably unnecessary to say anything.
"There is a chance he will live, if the wound is not too deep. But he
must be scared away, you see."
Kerin didn't see. She didn't see why the rhino should have
been punished for a problem he didn't cause. She didn't see why the
tour guide of that van would have dared to go so close in the first
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place. She didn't see why the armed driver couldn't have tried to be
a worse aim and just scare the rhinoceros instead of injuring him. It
wasn't that she had lost her opportunity for more photography so
much as she had realized that the sanctity of life just didn't seem to
exist anymore.
She looked over to the overturned van with its dented zebra stripes
and watched as the outraged tourists helped each other from the
wreck and into the armed driver's van. All the while they whined
about scratches and bruises and broken camera lenses. She looked
again to the spot in the bush where the wounded rhino had
disappeared. Another opportunity shot. Literally this time.
"Go on, Benjamin. I've got to get out of here."
He cranked the engine and headed back into the Mara as
Kerin watched hopelessly out the back window for any sign of life in
the bush.
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H O M E IS W A N D E R I N G

oggy mist rose in lines across the silent lake.
Behind, the hills and trees were still waiting for
the first peep of sunlight. Clad in his usual khaki
pants and work boots, Abel Paris stood firmly,
his wrinkled hands clasping the top of his worn
walking stick. He had the air of a soldier,
surveying his homeland, saluting it and pledging
his allegiance.
"When the sun comes out," he said, still staring out over the
water, "it hits that pretty blue water, and you can almost hear it
ring." Somewhere back in the hills a bulldozer roared itself awake.
"Trouble is, there ain't much worth hearing anymore."
I nodded. "They're starting early this morning."
"Anytime is too early for me." He pointed to a bluff rising
up on one side of the lake. "What say we camp up there tonight?
It's a full moon, and you'll see more stars than you ever knew
existed." He turned and headed toward the gravel road. "Well
c'mon, let's catch a bite of breakfast. Then I'll show you the office,
all the papers and such."
After eggs and leftover combread, Abel showed me to his
office. "There's more to managing a property than fixin' pipes and
changin' light bulbs, and there'll be even more with all this new stuff
they're wanting to build." The phone rang and he answered it.
"Hullo."
"Mr. Paris?" The phone was turned up loud enough for me
to hear the other speaker.
"Yes"
"I'm the supervisor with the crew up the hill. A tree fell
across the road and we need a chain saw to cut it out. Do you have
one we could borrow?"
"I ain't got nothin' for ya," he bellowed. "You'll have to talk
to the property manager."
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"Aren't you, Mr. Paris?"
"Not as of 8:00 this morning."
"Is there someone I could speak to?"
Abel didn't reply, just dropped the phone on the desk and
turned toward a file cabinet. Silently, I took the phone.
"This is Ben Adams, property manager, can I help you?"
"We just need to borrow a chain saw. I'm ..."
"Yes, I'll be right up." I put down the phone. "Be right
back," I said quietly. Abel didn't answer, just kept shuffling through
his papers.
A man in a blue hat greeted me as I lifted a chain saw from
the truck. "Thank you sir," he said, shaking my hand. As one of his
men began sawing, I looked over the tree.
"That was an old one. Dead though. Must've just fallen this
morning."
"Yeah," he replied, "it won't take long to get rid of. I'll have
to admit, I was relieved to hear that you were the new one in charge
around here. Old Mr. Paris is a little hard to deal with."
I smiled. "Yeah well he just doesn't like to see all of these
changes. He's been camping here since the time he could pick up a
fishing pole. For the past 30 years he's been the caretaker. He didn't
take too kindly to the board of trustees deciding to do some
modernization."
"It's a nice camp," commented the supervisor
absentmindedly as he flipped through the pages on his clipboard,
"but I guess you got to fix it up sometime." He walked over to the
man sitting on the bulldozer while I leaned up against the truck and
waited for them to finish using the chain saw.
Alison Bard of Bard Construction and Excavating followed
me into Knee Hall, the camp's combination kitchen and dining room.
The oak floor was worn to a shine and it creaked as we walked over
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it. Covering the upper half of the walls on three sides of the room
were screen windows which let in a pleasant breeze.
"Mr. Matthews said he'd be here to show me around. I'd
just like to get a general idea of what needs to be done."
"This is our dining hall," I said, "and as far as I'm
concerned, it's fine." We stepped into the kitchen. "But this is
another thing. This floor needs to be completely torn out and re
built."
"I'll say it does" came a burly voice behind us. It was Mr.
Matthews from the property board. "Now come in here, Mrs. Bard.
I want all of these walls rebuilt, no screen, tile goes on the floor.
That fireplace will be torn out. I've got a 42 inch TV to go there.
Here are the plans." He whipped out a long roll of paper tucked
under his arm and pointed it at me like a sword. I flinched at a sick
feeling as I realized he was serious. A few window boards could
stand replacing, and maybe a creaky floor joint, I thought as they
bent over the blueprint, but not all that. This place had been around
for fifty years and could easily last fifty more.
My mind spun into the past. I had never spent a lot of time
at the camp, though I'd visited on several occasions. When they'd
advertised for the position of property manager, though, I was
excited at the opportunity. Abel was "retiring" they had told me. He
was too old, too connected with the place, always wanting to do
things the old way. They had mentioned renovations, but all this?
"Ben," Mr. Matthews was trying to talk to me. "The crew
from Bard will be doing the major parts of the renovation. I'll leave
the cleaning and touch up jobs to you. Half of the crew will be here,
while the rest get started on the new retreat center."
"Oh?" I said, raising my eyebrows. They hadn't told me
about this one.
"That bluff overlooking the lake. There's about seven acres
of good building ground up there. We're going to put up a lodge,
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enough to house 150 people. It'll have a swimming pool, tennis
courts, you know, a fancy kind of place."
Abel needed one match to get the fire going. As long as I'd
known him, since he was the leader of my Boy Scout troop, he'd only
used one match, no matter how wet the wood. We cooked dinner
and ate, making small talk about old camping trips. The sun slowly
set and our talk gradually wore away as we gazed out over the water
below, beyond to the hills and trees, and the soft orange of the
setting sun all in between.
Pulling a harmonica from his shirt pocket, he began to play
a tune. The music drifted out over the rocks below, bounced off the
lake and seemed to blend into the horizon. It was the type of
moment one would expect to see in a movie, I thought. Maybe that's
the only place some people see it. Maybe no one takes the time to
experience it otherwise.
Able put another log on the fire as the night began to slide
over us. "Ben, this always was my favorite place to camp. You
look up and it seems the stars are right in your face. Always seemed
to me they were trying to say something, but I never could figure out
what. There's the full moon, big as it'll ever get. A few more weeks
and it'll be gone . . . You know, tomorrow they'll start excavating."
"Yeah, I heard about that today."
He threw another log on the fire. "I've got no place to go.
Now there's a little cabin at the far end of camp. It's an old hunting
shack, good shape. I'll stay there. I can still do some work if you
need me to . . ." He broke off.
"I'll talk to them about it."
He smiled and looked at the moon. "Why does the moon go
away? ... It doesn't. Things just change in the way we see it. It's
always there, big as ever, but other things change. The earth, the
sun, all move around and so we can't see it as well."
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"You used to tell us that in scouts."
"It hasn't changed a bit."
"Unlike other things?"
He sighed and began to roll out his sleeping bag. "I guess it
was never my place to begin with."
In the distance, a whippoorwill began its haunting call. He
spoke again. "That old wagon down by the lake, did I ever tell you
about it?"
"Your great-great-greatgrandparents came across the
mountains in it."
"Yep," he replied, "It still has some original wood and iron
fittings. I've restored most on it, of course. That's come many miles
across the country, and they've fought many a fight with the indians
in that thing." He paused. "You got to be tough to fight off those
Indians."
"They didn't like people coming in, invading their home."
"We had to go someplace, the East was getting crowded."
"That was a long time ago."
"I wish I'd been there. Things were a lot different."
"Somethings, anyway."
The next morning I called Mr. Matthews, asking him about
Abel's living arrangements.
"It'll be fine with me, he really has no place else to go," I had
told him.
"Well" he replied, "I'm not sure I want him hanging around.
I guess he can stay there for a while, but I'd like him to find a place
closer to town. We're giving him a small retirement. It'll be better
for him."
"I'm not so sure about that."
"To tell you the truth, I don't know how much longer we're
going to keep all of that property," he replied. "There's a lot out
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there we don't use. I've considered selling it. The camp could use
the money right now."
I winced. "Abel donated that land."
He ignored my remark. "So if you could, take him around
and find something he likes. Say, have you learned to use the
computer yet?"
"What computer?"
"Oh I should have guessed. A couple of weeks ago I bought
the camp a computer. I thought Abel could keep track of records
and papers easier."
"I haven't seen it. Anyway, Abel has no use for a
computer."
"Try to find it. I think it will be better." I looked up as Abel
walked into the room. "Again, I'd suggest looking for a place soon."
"Goodby Mr. Matthews."
"A place for who?" roared Abel, hearing Mr. Matthews'
voice over the way-too-loud phone. "Some old man who doesn't
understand air-conditioning and 42 inch TVs?"
"They want to sell the land."
"To me," he said, barely giving me time to finish, "life is
very simple: if it ain't broke, don't fix it. Now what is "broke" about
the seven acres of land we saw last night? Every week, the kids
would go there and camp, what now? Are they gonna stay in a
hotel? I spent 30 years making this camp the best place a kid could
go, what good is that now? It's a different place. What good?" He
stumbled to a closet, opened the door, and pointed to a box in the
comer. "They wanted me to use this computer. My file cabinet and
typewriter aren't good enough." He shut the closet door and looked
me straight in the face. "I can't even live here. What good?"
A week went by and Abel had moved, however temporarily,
to the cabin back in the woods. The moon was on its last quarter
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and the nights seemed darker. I was walking to the lake one evening
when I smelled smoke and heard shouting. Cresting the hill, I saw a
blaze and began running toward it. "The old wagon," I exclaimed
half aloud. Abel's old covered wagon was ablaze with fire.
Approaching, I saw him, half-naked and dressed like an Indian,
warpaint on his arms and chest. He was leaping in some type of
wild dance, circling the wagon and yelling as loud as his voice would
let him.
I stopped at a distance. He stood still, raising his fist to the
half-gone moon, telling it to come back, then turned back to the
wagon, and gave a chilling war cry. Occasionally, he would sling a
branch into the fire. If he saw me, he didn't acknowledge it.
"I feel like an Indian," he had jokingly told me earlier that
day. He had been showing me an old Indian headpiece that had been
passed down through his family. Now, he was wearing it.
Suddenly, he stopped and slung it into the fire, then watched it
dissolve in the heat. Eventually the fire died down and, seeing there
was no danger, I left silently.
Mr. Matthews called me the next day to say they had found
a buyer for the land. Abel would need to move.
"Aren't there any relatives he can stay with?" he had asked.
"None. He wouldn't live with them anyway."
I found a two-room house in town about five miles from the
camp. It practically sat on the street, but it was simple, and cheap.
"You can visit the camp as much as you like," I told him as
we drove down the gravel road.
Abel was slouched awkwardly in the front seat. "Wagons
make good fires," he said.
"Better than bulldozers?"
"No, but. . . that is a good place for a fire."
My mind jumped to the circle of black, the charred remains
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of a wagon, still sitting by the lake. "Yeah, maybe we'll keep it there
... I'm still willing to let you stay with me. There's plenty of room
in my house."
"Your house is your house, my house is my house." We
already had that discussion.
I visited Abel often. He'd usually be hunched over the
kitchen table and peering at an old fishing magazine, or just standing
at the window, looking at his tiny backyard. Rarely did he go
outside. "Too much sitting around," he'd say after complaining of
pains in his knees and lower back.
One afternoon, I found him lying on his bed, blankly staring
at the ceiling.
"Full moon's tonight," I commented. "You should go outside
and see it." He only grunted. "Have you eaten? It's almost
lunchtime. I'll fix you something." I cooked him some pinto beans
and cornbread and set it on his bedside table. He hadn't moved.
"What am I supposed to do? ... You know I was just
thinking about my wife. Our first date," he smiled slightly, "was to a
play. Death Of a Salesman, the premiere show. It was depressing.
Who would take their date to see that?"
I walked to the doorway and looked out the window as I
spoke to him. "I talked to the old lady who lives in the house across
the street. The porch roof is about to cave in. I saw a lumber pile
out back, and I brought some of your old tools. I'll leave them here,
I don't need them." I left him still staring at the ceiling.
Cool autumn winds had begun to drift through the trees.
The bluff above the lake was cluttered with partially started stone
walls and a monster hole where the new lodge would be. Dully
reflecting the moonlight, it looked like the ruins of some ancient
civilization. Gazing at the sky that evening, I realized there had been
a lot of clouds lately and it'd been a while since I'd seen the moon.
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Tonight, though, the sky was so black and clear that, as Abel would
say, "you could almost hear it ring."
A couple of weeks passed and I, feeling bad for going that
long without visiting him, decided to take Abel some breakfast.
Driving up, I was surprised to see him standing on his porch and
looking across the street. The old lady's roof was fixed.
"The landlord wanted to tear down her house," he said, "so I
asked him, 'what's wrong with it now?' He looks at the roof, then
shows me the kitchen floor. 'That's falling in.' I told him come back
in a week. Ben, that house is almost 100 years old. It's beautiful." I
stood beside him, in blue jeans. I had never seen him wear blue
jeans.
"Mr. Matthews stepped down from the board today, said he
was too busy, and was getting too old. They're barely started on the
lodge. They had to stop while they make changes. This new
director has his own idea of what camp should be."
He just smiled. "The old lady across the street said she'd
like to send her grandkids to your camp."
"It's a whole different place."
"They'll never know," he chuckled, "she has two microwave
machines. Tried to give me one, thought she could pay me for doing
her roof. I took it just to please her."
"So where is it now?"
"Under a tree in the backyard."
I thought for a moment. "What's your name?"
"I can't remember."
I knew one thing, he wasn't Abel Paris.
"You know," he said, "I'm getting old."
"81, right?"
"One of these days I'm going to find me a place and settle
down." A semi-truck drove by, creating a cloud of dust that blew
across the porch.
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"Where?" I asked.
He thought about that, then shrugged his shoulders. "I wish
I knew," and he motioned me across the street to look at the old
lady's kitchen floor.
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THE HARPIST

he harpist came out of the desert, it was said. He
had been clad strangely, not in the manner of the
country. The tongue he spoke was like and yet
not like that of the country: odd inflections,
differing pronunciations, changed tones. The old
people of the village said that he had come a long
time ago, yet not a long time ago. Adults seemed
to be able to remember exactly when he had arrived and declared it
to be a short time ago. However, children who were born before the
harpist's arrival said that they had known his music in the womb.
As for the harpist himself, he had no age. His hair was dark
with threads of grey in it and never seemed to get greyer. His
meditative, calm face with dark, piercing eyes never seemed to
change or become lined with age. His hands did not falter in their
skill; his voice did not become less deep and mellow with
age; his mind did not lose its ability of forming songs and ballads.
He could be found playing as people tossed coins in the town square
or playing for important occasions in the town hall. The innkeeper
let him stay at the inn without charge and made money from the
travellers who came to hear him play.
The villagers were divided in mind over the harpist. The
majority liked to listen to his ballads and approved of them, but they
always had a slight feeling of unease when they listened. Each of
them felt that there was some deeper meaning in the song than there
seemed to be at first and that they were too simple to understand it.
Everyone felt that he only sensed that. Most of these people pushed
down their qualms. The other group disliked the harpist's very
presence. These people refused to listen tohis music and
discouraged others from doing so. They disliked him because they
saw and feared his effect on the children. The children who went to
hear him came away with a strange look, and they would not say
what they thought of his stories. Few went back to hear the harpist
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again, but of those who did, the strange look came to them more and
more. They seemed to withdraw within themselves, and as soon as
they could, they left the village. They left to wander, searching for
something unknown, with that haunting, longing look in their eyes.
Despite all that the people thought, the harpist stayed in the village
and prevented no one from hearing his music. For a long time
nothing had changed about him.
During this time one of the children was growing, watching,
hearing, and learning about matters in his village. When he was
bom, there was nothing notable about him, except for his eyes; they
were such a light blue that they faded into whiteness and clearness.
As he grew, the boy developed the trick of gazing in an odd way at
people with his eyes, and to those people, it seemed as though he
looked right through them. For this reason no one ever told him a
lie, since they believed that he would perceive it, and would know
that it was false. But most people thought this eyes nothing special
and did not care about it.
Once the clear-eyed child, walking through the village, heard
the strains of the harpist's music floating lightly on the air, and he
could hear the power of the harpist in them and the deep feeling
behind the song. So he turned aside and followed the drifting thread
of music into the village square where he went up and listened with
the small group around the harpist. When the harpist finished
playing and the group dispersed, the youngster went up to the harpist
and said, "I listened to you play today." Slowly the harpist turned
his head and looked down at the boy. The child added, "I heard your
power in the notes. What is it that you play for, here?" And it
crossed the harpist's mind that those words, coming out of the mouth
of another child, might sound odd or laughable, but when this one
said it, the words seemed to fit in the child's mouth.
For a few brief moments the harpist gazed silently at his
inquirer and examined him. When the harpist noticed the
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clear,unclouded eyes and looked a little way into them, he knew well
that any obscure answer would be plain before this child's eyes. He
saw also that this listener could hold secrets deep within himself if
needed. Seeing this, he asked,."Why do you ask, young one? What
power is it that you sense in my music?"
The boy did not answer immediately but kept looking up at
the harpist. After a long pause, he said, "Play something for me."
Slowly the tune on the harp began; slowly the notes were
born from the harpist's fingers meeting the strings. The boy blinked
once, then stared at the strings and let the images of the song form
before his eyes. The first notes were gentle and soft. As the strain
grew, the theme was repeated with a subtle ring of sadness. The
harpist's deep, quiet voice, with all its ebb and flow and minor
eddies, blended in with the notes falling on the air. The child, staring
unseeing at the harp, saw through the quiet enchantment of the music
into its sad, longing, sighing heart. Such power was in him that he
could perceive the feeling hidden deep within the song, the hidden
source of its power. As he stood and watched the images of the
music dance in front of him, empathy surged up within him, and he
felt the sorrow and longing of the harpist that had enspelled the
others.
When the last chimes of music died away, the child looked
into the harpist's face. "Why don't you go back?" he asked.
"Why do not I go back?" the harpist sighed. "The doors
have long since closed to me; the desert is scarcely crossable; the
borders of my kingdom are closed to me; the hearts of my kin are
locked to me. No life remains for me except for wandering over the
hills with my harp on my back while I long for something I can never
have again."
"When they hear your music, why do the children go
wandering away, haunted by the songs and the sound of your voice?
Why do people become uneasy when they hear you?"
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The harpist looked at the young child who seemed so old and
said with a faint, melancholy echo in his voice, "The power of the
despair in me seeps out into my playing, and those who listen too
closely to it or listen with a whole heart fall under its enchantment.
The children leave because they are responding tothe aching longing
that they hear in my song. I should not play this way; I should
silence the grief that winds through my stories. Yet I cannot cease
longing; I must leave soon, for my presence has lain like a shadow
on this village too long." A bitter despair lay behind his face and left
tracks in his eyes.
The child, sorrow seeping into his eyes, stared up at him.
"You are not really going to go?" he murmured, barely above a
whisper. "I do not know all that the other people in the village say
about your lays, but. . .1 think that they are beautiful."
The harpist smiled a sad, sad smile. "Oh, little one! Why
do you love my music so much, tainted with despair and power as it
is? Do not plead with me to stay—for I can see some way into your
eyes as you are seeing into mine, and that is what you are thinkingnay, I will not stay, I must go. I have been here too long now, and
too many children that are not as wise as you have left the village
under my harp's spell. Many grown adults have listened to it as
well. Although they are not as susceptible to the enchantment in the
strains, several of them tend to wake up at night and wonder at their
strange dreams. During the day those people sometimes feel as
though something is looking at their back, but when they turn
around, nothing is there. The spell, or maybe curse, has hung over
this village long enough; it is time for me to depart."
The child, the young boy, looked up into the harpist's face
that was beginning to blur in his eyes and saw that it was true. He
said nothing, though, for the young child knew that he could say
nothing that would make him stay. So he bowed his head, wept, and
murmured faintly between his sobs, "Goodbye." He felt the harpist's
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gentle touch on his head as the harpist got up and passed out of the
square. The child did not expect to see the harpist again, but he
vowed silently never to forget him or his music.
The harpist, planning to leave that night, went to his room in
the inn and packed his possessions. They might wonder if he would
come back as he had done a few times before, but he would not.
Still, he knew his presence would haunt the village long after he was
gone. To the villagers, it would seem as though he had faded away,
and in a little time no one would be able to say when he had left the
village. But the child with the so-clear eyes would remember him
distinctly and never forget his words and his music. The thought ran
through the harpist's mind: "He is the only one since I left my
birthplace that I was sorry to leave behind." He paused for a minute
then and glanced around at the room he was emptying, but then, with
a sigh, he started packing again. Soon he would be gone, on the
road again.
Before midnight the harpist walked out of the village in the pale
moonlight all alone. Westward, following the course of the moon
across the sky, he directed his slow, purposeless steps. The black
shadow dragged at him, dragged him down. But he kept going under
the white stars and pale moon, wherever his feet would take him.
A pattering of steps sounded behind him. Listening, he
stopped and turned his head. A small form came running toward
him across the plain; its own shadow seemed to dance as he ran in
the moonlight. The boy came up to the harpist and stopped, and his
clear eyes shone as he looked up at the harpist.
"I am going with you," said the child. Then he faltered and
glanced down at the ground. But, regaining his courage, he looked
up again. "I am going with you now, and you need not feel any
guilt, for you are not going back to my village. It is time for you to
go back to your own country, and I will go with you. For unless I go
with you, you will not return."
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The harpist looked down at the child's eyes that were
gleaming with a milky light like the stars. Suddenly he reached
down and picked up the child, bringing him up into the air before
setting him back down again. And on the face of the harpist was a
smile, a real smile, such as he had not had in a long time.
"Yes, indeed, you shall go with me," he answered, and his
voice was strong, but strong now with joy instead of sorrow. "You
shall come with me, and together we shall go back to my native land
and kin. So mayhap, with you at my side, my kin will accept me
again, and as I return to them they shall return to me. Let us go
together, little one."
So they set off together, east, not west, without any shadow
dragging at the harpist's heels. They travelled together through the
night and on, as the sun rose ahead of them and lit up their path
before them.
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WHERE'S THE POINT?

he night was crystal clear; however, the
distressed dame I found in my office brought
problems with her that few could imagine; the
man named Period had been missing since
yesterday, and I, Detective Question Mark (QM
for short) would be the one to investigate the turn
of events that (as the dame so eloquently put it)
"lead to Mister Period's disappearance, abduction, or possible death .
II

After comforting the dame, I began to search all the places
one would find Mister Period on a normal day: finishing statements,
making mild commands, et cetera; but Mister Period was nowhere to
be found! I tried searching one last place in which I thought Mister
Period may be found—the abbreviation of a word . . . but.. . coming
up with nothing, my mind was left with two questions: "Where is
Mister Period?" and "Who has abducted him?"
Because the second question would be easier to deduce than
the first, I set about researching other punctuation devices—namely
two that would have motive to abduct our missing mark: Madame
Comma and Mister Exclamation! Madame Comma, misused, often
by society, would have ample cause, to abduct the perfectly, used,
Mister, Period, but Mister Exclamation would also have his reasons:
jealousy, envy, and bitterness (after all, writing is generally a
process of mild explanation and subdued commands that rarely
require a lifting of the tone of voice to reach levels that would justify
such drastic uses of punctuation like the exclamation mark!) Seeing
the more potent motive in Mister Exclamation I knew I had found
the culprit!
I searched high and low for Mr. Exclamation, checking
participles, gerunds, fragments . . . then, suddenly, I realized that
Mister Exclamation would not be found amongst any of these, but
rather, at the end of loud and flashy sentences that show lots of
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emotion or large surprise! And sure enough, he was there! Refusing
to tell us where he had hidden Mister Period, Mister Exclamation
tried to make a spectacle of himself until I, Detective QM, armed
with my ellipses talked . .. and talked ... and talked . . . until I'd
hammered some sense into him and was able to bracket him and take
him in for questioning at the police station, all the while trying to
weasel out of him where he had hidden our friend .. .
"Where did you hide Mister Period?"
"You'll never find him! His secret will go with me to the
grave!"
Distraught, I lowered my head, and in doing so, saw that
hidden behind Mister Exclamation's lower point was Mister Period
bound and gagged! I took him from his torturous dungeon, freed
him from his bonds, and sent Mister Exclamation off with the Dash
patrol! Mister Period was soon returned to that mysterious dame's
arms, and senteces became shorter and less dramatic now that he
was back on the job.
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THE BODY : A PARABLE

n a distant corner of the universe, a planet
revolved around an old, dim star. The creatures
that inhabited this planet had a history which
stretched back in time so long that no one could
remember exactly how they came into existence.
They had traditions, though, which served to
keep their minds engaged in endless debate. For
what else was there for these advanced beings to do with their
minds?
A word or two about these creatures would help us to
understand their preoccupation with things cerebral. You see, they
had no bodies. Each creature consisted only of an extremely well
developed intellect, residing in a cocoon-like shield. By means of
their thoughts, which stimulated neural connectors, they interfaced
with a central computing pathway which directed fairly
sophisticated, though unimaginative, robotic machines. The minds
were content to thus interact with their environment vicar-iously.
Of the many topics of discussion among the minds, one had
to do with the limitations of their intellect-directed robots to
satisfactorily carry out tasks of restoration on the buildings of the
city in which the great minds resided. It seemed that the robots
could only accomplish a less than perfect job of maintenance and
restoration of these buildings to their original beauty and
functionality. Sometimes, whole rooms had to be closed off, and
allowed to go to ruin, when the best efforts of the mind-directed
robots failed to bring about a worthwhile improvement in the decay
of its original beauty and aesthetic appeal.
But perhaps the most significant problem facing the minds
was boredom, a lack of stimulation in the area of what used to be
called "joy" and "hope", and even an almost forgotten experience of
one's entire being, called "worship".
Despite these detractions from their existence, the minds
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found some purpose in their study of a most fascinating object, the
body, which was human in shape, entirely lifeless, and perfectly
preserved. Actually, innumerable bodies could be found in the city
of the minds. Much of the efforts in robotics research had been
focused on the development of machines for probing, dissecting, and
analyzing the intricate mechanisms of these bodies. A few dissenting
minds, though, argued that their city would be in better shape if,
instead, more effort had been expended on perfecting robots for
artistic restoration. Such views were largely ignored, since the
source of an average mind's pride in accomplishment was to report
on a new finding in the cellular structure and interconnectedness of a
certain subsystem of the body. Much had been learned through
dissection, critical analysis, and discussion of the body. A high
point of the year of the minds was when many scholarly minds
conferenced together on the latest research findings from their body
research. But how much more could they discover, wondered some?
Had they not probed and cut, and compared their findings with
others for years, and centuries, even?
A few intriguing traditions enlivened the endless research
and debate surrounding the bodies. One was an old saying which
held that bodies should be "living and active". To the most erudite
minds, however, this concept remained an uninterpretable
conundrum. To them, the fullest understanding of the body was
obtained only after painstakingly detailed dissection and analysis
transformed a whole body into an open book. In dissection, layers of
skin were carefully cut back to reveal subcutaneous tissue layers,
underlying muscles were categorized and cross-sectioned, and organs
were variously removed or probed, or sliced open for further
analysis. Afterwards, the "body" became something of a trophy for
the scholar-mind, who would expertly give his views on the use and
meaning of various parts of the whole.
Another, even more incomprehensible tradition of the body,
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held that the bodies were meant to be receptacles of an ancient
Spirit-being, who had existed from before the memory of time. Now
this idea did not gel very well with a body which had been
transformed into an "open book" by a probing scholar mind. As a
matter of course, whenever the Spirit tradition was mentioned, the
minds held it up as an example of myth, so prevalent among
primitive civilizations, and thus dismissed it.
Among the many minds of the city existed an inexperienced,
younger mind, who had failed to attain to the level of training and
scholarly development which was so respected and desired in that
cerebral society. This mind was not really limited as much as it was
undeveloped in the standard learning. She held the scholars in
respect, mostly because of their level of knowledge about the body.
She also had a body to observe, but due to her unqualified
status as a scholar, she did not have access to the sophisticated
robots used to perform the usual probing, dissection, and analysis.
So she wondered about the body along other lines of thought. She
observed her body whole. As seen through her optical sensors, to
her mind, the body seemed almost an object of admiration, nearly a
thing of beauty. And although she would never have admitted it to
anyone, she actually loved her body.
One day, while musing over her body, which lay still on a
polymer slab, she connected with a thought which startled her. Had
she really thought this thought, or had she received it, such as a
piece of information was sometimes received along the central
computing pathway? The startling nature of the thought made her
suspect that it originated from a source other than the community of
minds. Her thought had been that she could somehow interface her
body with the ancient Spirit of the myth. The thought was so
preposterous that her mental state was badly disturbed by it. How
could she even entertain such foolishness? At least she felt quite
sure that the other minds would consider it extremely foolish. So she
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settled into contemplation and let her young mind explore the
possibilities surrounding this unusual idea.
Did she want to pursue this unorthodox method of
interacting with her body? It might be interesting, but would it be
acceptable in their society? It would definitely be interesting!
Acceptability would have to be set aside. The next question was
how to go about making this unheard-of connection. Again, she
thought. Bodies were lifeless, but this ancient Spirit must well
possess some sort of life, if it were real at all. With this in mind, she
resolved to try to make contact directly with the ancient Spirit.
The trouble lie in how to interact with something which she
did not understand, and which she wasn't sure was even real. The
most logical conclusion she came to was that she would go back to
the original thought which startled her so deeply, and address herself
to it, or better, to the source of it. What would she say? An
invitation would be best, she felt, and so she carefully formed the
thought, "Spirit, ancient Spirit,"...
The response was so immediate that she knew it must be
real, she wouldn't have even subconsciously interrupted herself like
that. A presence, an outside presence filled her being. In hope
against hope, she formed another thought, half expecting the contact
to fade away. But it didn't.
The Spirit's presence remained and led this young mind into
the truth that yes, indeed, the bodies which lie inert on examining
slabs, had not yet begun to reveal their potential. Then the Spirit
showed her something which made every recess of her being alive
with excitement. As she watched, the Spirit, showed her the reality
of her dreams - her body opened its eyes! "I knew there was more!"
she cried. The presence of the Spirit then took on the unmistakable
sense of a master artist, or of the greatest, and humblest scholar.
She sensed a loving pride in the Spirit, as he proceeded to show her
the most unimaginable capabilities of the body.
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As she watched, the body sat up, swung its legs over the
side of the polymer slab, and smiled. Then, in one fluid motion, it
leapt lightly to the floor, stretched, and, as if in time to some familiar
melody, began to dance.
She rejoiced to see it all. But then, an even more remarkable
thing happened, her audio receptors registered an exquisitely
beautiful sound, which harmonized with the melody of the body's
dancing. It took her a moment to locate the source of this sound, but
then she saw it - the body sang!
The presence of the Spirit carried with it a definite sense of
pleasure at seeing her delight in what the body could do under his
control. She didn't quite know to respond, she felt exhilarated,
amazed, but more...she worshiped.
The young mind's thoughts raced with excitement. Surely
now she would be accepted and respected by the community of body
scholars. What a marvelous discovery she had experienced! Not
only had she experienced that the "myth" of the ancient Spirit was no
myth at all, but the performance of her body under the control of the
Spirit would certainly be admired by everyone as the greatest
advancement in body research within memory. She determined to
share her discovery at once.
After alerting all the scholar minds through the central
computing pathway, and enabling public access to the sensors in her
body chamber, the young mind quickly set about demonstrating for
the others what she had learned. Somehow, she knew that her initial
contact with the ancient Spirit had opened up a new realm for her
into which she could always enter. Directing her thoughts to the
ancient Spirit, it did not take long until she felt the same beautiful
sense of reverence and love as the Spirit once again powerfully
animated her body.
What she did not expect was the overwhelming array of
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negative reactions which immediately flooded through the computing
pathway.
"What have you done!"
"You can't do that to a body!"
"It's heresy! Why, she's totally without scholarly
qualifications!"
"This body must be subjected to special inquiry and
dissection."
"Dissection?!" She was horrified! Suddenly, the young
mind's full affection for her body flamed to life.
"No! I've seen the outcomes of your dissections. You may
have learned myriads of minute details and probed every biological
relationship of each organ to the other, but your bodies have never
danced! You never believed that bodies were meant to be alive in a
way that we have nearly forgotten. I may not be intellectually
esteemed among you, but let me teach you what I've learned from the
ancient Spirit. I'm sure that all your bodies are capable of dancing,
and singing, and laughter, and much more!"
Well, the young mind did not gain more than a couple of
cautious inquirers. And the intellectual society of minds issued a
general communication strongly condemning her experience as
unprofessional, and smacking of what that cerebral society viewed
as a most intolerable characteristic - emotionalism.
But the young mind almost didn't notice the public retorts.
She had plans, wonderful plans which the ancient Spirit had been
whispering to her. She now knew that her body could be made to far
outperform even the most sophisticated robots which the elite
intellects had developed. With a craftsmanship surpassing anything
since the days of the original builders, her body had already
transformed and restored her rooms to their long-forgotten splendor.
Maybe others would appreciate this gift, too.
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It seemed that the ancient Spirit's wisdom extended to all
areas of their ancient world. Could he even somehow be the One
responsible for their very existence? To the young mind, it didn't
seem unlikely.
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Daniel R. Plate
SOMETHING DIFFERENT

Honorable Mention

Q

t has been raining for seven days. I sit inside and
hold my jaw at the chin and cheeks, waiting for
something different. The chair is cold, the night
is finishing. I have not slept in three days. I
move from this chair by the window to the
bathroom to the chair to the bathroom to the
chair, standing and sitting, standing and sitting.
The world is not moving very quickly, and I am waiting for
something different.
It is three in the morning now, dark outside, but not night.
The rain makes grey circles and lines and steady noises of never
changing. In my mind there are no variances from the world. I have
become dismal, sitting and standing, taking slow breaths and turning
a pen in my fingers.
I have been writing a story. I started it on the rain's third
day, the day I knew it was happening and not to interfere by hoping.
It is about the chair and window and pen and woman. The chair and
window and pen are identical to the ones in the room, as is the
woman.
Tomorrow I will stop writing and think exclusively about
the window. The next day the chair, the next the pen, and then back
to the window. There will be a sort of learning, a changing in my
mind at least at the switching points.
The woman is sleeping now. She breathes in slow patters
and coughs like small thunder. I will not wake her, she has become
more certain in her seasons than I am in mine. I am clinging in a
way, putting my fingers against the smooth glass and searching for a
crack. I am wishing I could hum.
The window is square, with a cross piece dividing the pane
into four squares. The wood is white and the glass is clean. It is a
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large window, and well-fitted, it does not let the wind whistle
through. I have spent the day trying to be impressed, trying to find
ways to think that keep it clear, but I cannot. The window beads and
runs, patters and shakes, it is not different from the rain, it is waiting
to pour down onto the street, shards changing to drops and puddles.
The chair -1 cannot do this. I cannot - the chair is brown,
wooden with four legs. She has two legs, longer and less square the chair is without fault. It does not creak. It does not wobble and
split like brown lightening onto the floor. It has an ornate back hers is not, hers is non-descript, smooth like a worn harp. The chair
the chair the chair -1 am running out of time. I am - soon she will
wake and I will have no answer. I will say, "No, I have not learned
love. I have not learned anything. I have only forgotten, forgotten
sleep and blue and still and dry. My mind is empty. It shifts and
murmers and forgets. It does not learn," and she will rain onto her
cheeks and hands and lie down again, waiting for something
different.
The pen. There is only the pen now. It clicks and slides
across the page. She is awake, in the corner, hands to her face and
hair, staring at me. She is beautiful, but there is only the pen now. I
told her of the rain, the window. I told her of the chair and my mind.
I told her I do not know what love is, I told her how nothing changes
but forgetting, and she listened. She listened with eyes new from
waking, with hair so long it could wrap the world into clouds, with
hands on the bed, white and trembling to say, "I hear you and if
only."
The pen. I have only the pen. The window has no interest
for me with its pictures of what never changes - the rain and the
empty street. The chair is broken. I threw it into the wall. I threw it
to say, "Why?" I threw it to say, "I will change something. I will I
will I will," and sat down on the floor to listen to the grey rain and
insomnia.
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The pen clicks and slides. It says to me, "Give me your life
and I will tell of it. Give me your soul and I will color it. Give me
your voice and I will scream with it."
It tells me these things, but it does not love me. It will not
change me. It will only make me beautiful. I have been here for
long enough to see that changes will not come through beauty. I
have been here for long enough to know it continues like this, like the
rain and window and broken chair, and sleep will not happen, and
love will not happen, and she will stay there, rocking like the ocean,
being the only life I know, being the only remembrance of how it
could be were I to become something different.
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HELL'S ROARING
First Place Fiction
can't go. I planned to work on that bay colt
today."
My boss, Bill, squinted at the hint of
sunrise then looked back at me. "Ty, someone's
got to bring the strays in and I need all the other
wranglers for rides today. We're changing the
string day after tomorrow. It'll take you a day
out, get 'em, and a day back. You can even take the little bay; he's
far enough along, isn't he?"
"No. I only broke him a month ago."
"Take him just the same. You need to get off the ranch and
it'll be good for him to see new territory."
I stood in silence, knowing I should not take such a young
horse out, yet tempted by my boss' offer. "I suppose."
"They're probably in the Soap Saddle range—you know, on
the far side of Soap Mountain."
"All right. See you Saturday," I answered without further
argument.
He turned back to the leather latigo strap he was mending,
and I walked toward the kitchen. Sally, his wife and the best cook
on the ranch, already had my saddlebags packed and a grin on her
face. She and Bill had been married for forty years and sometimes I
wondered if they could read each other's minds.
"So Bill convinced you, eh?" She made it more of a
statement than a question.
"Sure. I don't mind a little time alone." I picked up the bags
and slung them across my shoulder. "Thanks, Sal."
I roped and tacked up Hellsroarin as fast as I dared. If I
hurried, I could make it to the draw before nightfall. He danced a
bit, his black tail swishing impatiently. From the white showing in
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his eye, I knew he still didn't trust me completely, but I trusted my
skill. After all, Dad had put me on a horse when I was two.
I swung into the saddle. The white mist swirling knee-deep
in the sage brought painful memories of Hannah to my mind. I
didn't want to follow the Wapiti, but it was the only trail to Soap
Mountain. I shook my head and focused on the six horses I needed
to find and bring back.
I'd been working at the Three Quarter Circle Ranch for eight
years, coming back every summer to the one constant in my life. I
started out wrangling as a summer job while I was in high school,
but after I graduated, I was promoted to breaking and training. I
loved it; horses were my life and Montana was my home. I'd even
met my wife there. I spent my days in the trees and mountains
teaching horses to take the bit and carry a saddle. So this jaunt was
actually a break from the routine.
And not just a break for me. I bet Hellsroarin appreciated
getting off the ranch too. I wiggled the reins a little, asking him to
relax his neck and lower his head. He did.
I watched the wild flowers moving in the wind and the
swaying tree tops. Every once in a great while I'd see a hawk rise on
an air current and dive again. I soaked in the voices and movements
of nature. Hannah had often done the same. She'd ride quietly,
staring as if into some vast distance and then she'd smile. I'd ask her
why, and she'd reply, "Because all of this," she gestured widely,
"points to a Creator and He loves us; don't you see it Ty?" I did see
it. I believed there was God, but I just couldn't believe that he loved
me.
Around one o'clock I halted Hellsroarin and dismounted to
eat. In the open space where we stopped, the grass was matted into
beds. I walked around them, turkey sandwich in hand, looking for
scat. Marble-sized pellets told me elk had been here not too long
ago. Maybe I'd hear their strange, whistling call when I rode
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through the forest later in the day.
Before I mounted up again, I offered my apple core to
Hellsroarin. He took it from my palm and munched contentedly. I
was impressed with his behavior. He'd walked and jogged along all
morning as if he were enjoying the surroundings as much as I. He
hadn't so much as attempted a buck during our brief lope. I patted
his neck and headed off again, pleased with his company.
The afternoon took us along a ridge up to the top of Soap
Mountain. The Taylor Peaks rose up rusty and majestic a few
mountains over and, looking down, I saw the missing band of horses,
their spotted rumps sparkling in the distance. This was going to be
easier than I thought.
We began our descent on the north side of the mountain.
The trail was steep and zig-zagged down through a shale slide.
Hellsroarin dropped his weight into his hindquarters and halfwalked, half-scooted down—as a good mountain horse should.
Just as the rocks were giving way to grass, a spotted hare
dashed across the trail and down the hill. Hellsroarin lurched
sideways, nearly unseating me, then he stopped, quivering on the
edge of the trail. The rocks we'd just come through rose high on my
left, and a steep green slope fell away to my right.
"Whoooooa," I murmured, stretching the word out low and
soft to soothe him. His ears swiveled, reaching back to catch my
words then rotating forward again to listen for danger. I felt his
body tense beneath me. Was it something more than a rabbit?
I breathed deeply, consciously trying to calm myself. I knew
he would sense and respond to any tension in my body. He shifted
from left hoof to right and back again. A dark sweat appeared on
his neck above the shoulder. I could see the red flare of his nostrils
from the saddle. His whole body was taut and rigid.
Then he snapped.
He reared high, plunging and bucking over the rocky edge
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and down the sheer slope below. Grass rose toward my face, then
billowing mane, then loose reins. I grabbed for the reins to pull his
head up but they only danced before me, taunting and out of control.
Suddenly it was not the grass before my eyes, but the sky rolling
down to the trees and the horse's feet flying above my head toward
the clouds, rolling over me, crushing my leg in the stirrup like a
saltine cracker.
Out of the jumble of blue, green, and brown he staggered
back to his feet as I lunged for the reins. One~two~three~four~I
counted each seat-wrenching buck, knowing I didn't have much grip
left. I could feel his panic.
Time slowed when I saw the tree in our path. He launched
himself over it and I watched the grass rush by, the rocks and
flowers and twigs laying still against the flying green. Even we were
flying. He landed on his knees, crashing over on top of me. I reeled
in the reins until his muzzle was resting on his shoulder so he could
not stand up again.
"Easy boy. It's okay." I talked to him, trying to keep him
quiet, trying to keep my own hammering heart calm. For a few
seconds he lay stunned.
My left leg was pinned under his body and my right foot
was sandwiched in the splintered stirrup resting on his right side. I
didn't feel anything but I could see the broken shape through my pant
leg. If my horse got up and started bucking again, I would be
hanging from the saddle by my trapped leg. That would be enough
to scare a well-broke horse, and Hellsroarin was far from wellbroke. I knew he'd bolt and drag me to my death. I swore right then
to buy a pair of solid metal stirrups if I ever made it back to the
Three Quarter Circle Ranch.
"Whoa, there. Easy now." The horse's rib cage rose and
fell rapidly, his nostrils wide. Every now and then he would rock
forward and back, trying to get his forelegs under him to stand, but I
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kept a tight hold on his head.
I couldn't undo the cinch because the buckle was on
Hellsroarin's left side, the one against the ground. Besides, even if I
got the cinch undone, I'd still have to fiddle with the breast collar. I
leaned forward, but the straps were beyond my fingers. I reached
behind my back, feeling for the knife I always kept on my belt: it
had fallen out during the rough ride. There was no way to undo the
saddle, and as long as I couldn't undo the saddle, I couldn't let
Hellsroarin up. I wrapped the reins through my hand and around my
left arm.
Night was coming and with it the pain. It shot through my
leg, first in stabs, then burning. I thought I would pass out, but I
had to hold the horse. Sometimes I had to turn my head and retch
onto the broken ground. The stars swam in dizzying circles above
me. I couldn't remember where I was or what had happened except
that I had to maintain the tension on the leather straps in my hand. I
think it was the pain that kept me awake that first night.
By morning the pain had dulled to a numbness; I couldn't
tell where my body ended. I thought through what had happened
over and over. I was relaxed, then the rabbit jumped and Hellsroarin
shied. But what had made him take off the second time when I had
been so calm in the saddle? I looked up the incline at the trail we'd
been on the day before. It was narrow and lined with sage brush.
Nothing to make a horse jumpy.
But then I remembered watching a mare stand over a bush
and rub across the branches, scratching her belly. It must've tickled.
How simple, I didn't think of it before. Hellsroarin must have
stopped over a bush, been tickled by it, scared, and off he went. If
he'd been an older horse, this probably wouldn't have happened.
I looked at the colt stretched out across my leg like a giant
lap dog. He had long since ceased to struggle, and his breathing and
heart rate were normal, though his neck must have been getting
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cramped.
Hellsroarin was quite a name. The memory made me smile.
In 1990, the Gibsons had named all the foals after rivers in
Montana. My gutsy bay was christened Hellsroarin after the name
of a local river. Each year they named the foals after a different
category: mountains, baking utensils, gemstones, rifles, Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs. In one trail ride, the guests could be riding
horses named anything from Agate to Piccolo to Wesson. It was an
ingenious system for keeping track of the horses' ages.
I stroked him with my free hand and thought back to when
I'd first seen him. He was foaled to an Appaloosa sire and dam,
spotted horses descended from the Nez Perce Indian ponies, but he
had a solid reddish-brown coat. He was always the rebellious one:
romping when he was supposed to be grazing, breaking out of the
corral as a weanling, and evading the rope during halter-breaking.
In fact, it was his curiosity that made me like him so much. He was
curious enough to leam quickly, but suspicious enough to trust
slowly. If Hellsroarin could survive this, he'd turn out to be a fine
riding horse.
His eyes closed part way, and I felt his muscles twitch; he
was dreaming as a dog does when it sleeps in the sun. I wondered if
he was reliving our accident.
Thinking about Hellsroarin reminded me of my first horse—
an old chestnut quarter horse. Dad had walked me out to the corral,
pointed to the orange-coated gelding and said, "He's yours, son.
Leam to ride; take good care of him, and he'll take good care of
you." I was only four, but I followed his advice. Rocky, as he'd
been known all his life, had once been a great cow horse. He just got
too old for ranch work. He still had plenty of spunk—bucked me off
enough that I learned to stay on, ran me under branches until I
learned to look ahead, spooked for no reason until I learned balance,
and rolled in the sand until I learned to watch the footing. He was
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the best teacher I could have had.
He seemed to live forever. When I was eleven I began
teaching my six year old sister, Tammy, to ride. As with me, Rocky
taught her, but I took all the credit. I pictured her freckled face
looking timid and scared between two dark braids. She had learned
to ride, though Rocky didn't seem to dump her as often as he had
ditched me, but she never had developed the same love for horses
that I did.
She didn't even like Montana. Two weeks before her high
school graduation, she had come up to me, a strange smile hiding in
her eyes. "Ty, I don't know why you decided to stay in this bitter,
empty state, but I gotta tell you, I'm out of here the second I've got
my diploma in hand." I couldn't understand. "Well, Tammy, you go
where you'll be happy." And she left, too. Went to Massachusetts
to study business. I loved her, despite our differences.
By now the sun was setting again, the second night. I
figured the ranch crew would expect me home some time tonight and
when I didn't come by morning, they'd send someone out to find me.
I wasn't worried about them tracking me~they would have to come
over Soap Mountain~but I did worry about them coming before my
horse overpowered me. Hellsroarin's energy came in spurts. He was
unhurt and tired of having his neck stretched in the wrong direction.
He'd fight me occasionally and I'd win, but I didn't know how much
longer I could hold him.
As darkness closed in I watched the trees and mountains
turn into black shadows against the starry sky. This time the stars
held still. I traced the constellations (Pegasus is my favorite) until I
couldn't find any more, then I let my mind drift down the Milky
Way. It's like rafting on a great frothy river. I bounced and paddled
my way across the sky reliving the curves and rapids of my life:
watching my favorite horse get shot, my fourteenth birthday when
dad died, Hannah's accident. So much death packed into twenty-six
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years. I wondered if I'd be next.
When I started teaching Tammy to ride on Rocky, Dad gave
me an eight-year old palomino mare. She was the best at everything
she did. Roping, cutting, penning, rodeo~we were a team. One day,
when I went to get her out of the orchard she came to me with her
gold ears pricked up and dragging her left foreleg. She'd fractured
her shoulder. I begged Dad to let me nurse her, but he said, "Son,
sometimes shooting an animal in pain is the best mercy you can
show it." So Dad shot her. The report of the gun echoed around in
my head, and I could almost feel the recoil against my shoulder. I
stood there bravely, tough and grown-up, but the bullet seemed to
tear through my insides.
Less than a year later we celebrated my fourteenth birthday.
Mom had baked a German chocolate cake and we were all sitting
around the table waiting for Dad to come home. I heard the roar of
his pick-up pulling in and Mom ran to remind him that it was my
birthday and hurry him along. Tammy and I eyed the cake,
wondering if we could pinch some frosting, until we heard our
mother's shaken voice drift into the kitchen. Dale, a hand that had
worked at our ranch over twenty years, was standing on the doorstep
wringing his felt hat in his hands.
"I'm sorry, ma'am. There weren't much we could do. He
just sorta toppled off his horse like. The doctor said it was a heart
attack." My mom leaned her arm against the open door and cradled
her face in her elbow. I dashed out the door, leaped on Rocky
bareback and raced into the foothills.
I could feel my horse breathing between my legs. I sat there,
waves of grief and nothingness washing over me alternately. My
father—gone. I'll never, never see him again. I could hear the trees
mourning, sighing louder than my mom.
My horse snorted and swished his tail; I opened my eyes.
Mom would be angry with me for staying out so long after dark. An
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answering nicker came from the direction of the trees lower on the
slope, waking me from my reverie. I was not on Rocky, but
Hellsroarin. The herd I had come to find had moved up the hill and
their nearness comforted me.
My thoughts dragged me unwillingly back. And there was
Hannah.
A confusion of manes, tails and hooves flood my vision.
Their heads are up, their shoulders sweating and eyes wide. I watch
the rope accurately sail over the colt's neck; he rears and lunges in
the opposite direction. The rope slips off the horn, wraps around her
leg, pulls her off, and drags her across the pasture. NO! I kick my
horse. I can't catch up.
A week later I stand with her parents and watch her ashes
blow across the sage of her beloved Wapiti flats.
"Ty, we're sorry. Hannah loved you."
The words meant nothing. I could see the accusation in their
eyes, you killed her. I could hear their voices a year before,
"Hannah, we can't forbid you to marry him. But we beg you-think-Ty's not a Christian." They had never approved, yet she had married
me. I remembered her whispered prayers, "...yoked to an unbeliever;
God please forgive me." Did she die because of me? And she'd said
He was a God of justice. Right.
A lone coyote yip woke me from the daze I'd fallen into. I
was having terrible difficulty staying awake; my eyelids sagged
leadenly and my head kept jerking back. Images of Hannah drifted
through my mind: red hair bouncing under her hat at the weekly
square dance, strumming her guitar on her cabin porch, recklessly
driving the pick-up around the river bend, reading her Bible in bed,
frowning when I went to the bar with the guys, laughing as she lead
guests on trail rides. Too much.
I couldn't take seeing more of her. It only made me
remember our arguments. They always ended the same way.
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"Why'd you marry me when you knew I wasn't perfect?" I
asked accusingly.
"Because I love you too much; I want you to know God's
love, too."
"Oh come on. Why do you have to bring him into it? Why
can't you be happy with me the way I am? I'm improving—just not
fast enough for you."
"God would change you if you'd let Him."
"I can do it on my own. I don't need God or your help
either." I'd left her in the echo of a slamming door. Funny that the
goodness I liked about her was often the cause of our quarrels. Even
if I wasn't her ideal, she had been mine.
With the first glimmer of dawn, I saw Hannah. She rode my
palomino mare up the rolling hills that bordered Wapiti Creek.
Copper above the shine of the horse's coat and the waving ivory
mane, her hair gleamed in the sunlight. Gold, all gold. She smiled
with joy-radiant and blinding.
"Hannah?"
I opened my eyes to the brilliant light of a risen sun.
Morning brought no relief. I was hungry and weak. My lips were
dry, and my muscles were cramped. It seemed as if I had never
known anything but pain.
The trees swam, dangerously leaning first to one side of the
hill then to the other. I felt the ground spin under me until I was sure
my horse and I would slide right off the face of the earth. In fact, I
could hear the rocks clattering down the slope toward my prone
position.
"God forgive me. Save my life!"
They made the sound of water running across stones, like
voices. Confused, babbling, excited. Water. I need water. I am
drowning.
A cool shadow passed over my eyes alternating with light.
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Maybe it was the water coming; the voices continued.
"Ty, Ty! Look at me! Come on, man, it's Hank." My
fellow wrangler's blurry face hung over mine, worry making his
words sound sharp and fast.
I could see a halo of gold-red behind him, a smile, and a
reaching hand.
"I've got to get you home. Ty, wake-up!"
I knew then where home was. I groaned and let go of Hell s
reins.
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PRESERVED

am twenty years old, but I seem to have never
grown up. My body is short and has the same
baby-fat padded shape as when I was twelve
years old. My hair is parted in two braids on
either side of my face, and freckles bridge my
nose. My voice sounds small and childish as it
echoes in the cavern.
The man I'm following is very old. Light from the candle he
carries reflects off his pure white hair and mustache. His skin
wrinkles in dark, leathery lines. His clothes hang off his somewhat
stooped shoulders, but he still towers over me.
The steps creak every now and then, otherwise I only hear
his breathing. Cobwebs link the dusty railing to the wall and stick to
my hands when I chance to touch them.
In the wavering candlelight I see scratches in the wall—they
seem to be names and dates. Though we are descending slowly it is
too fast for me to decipher the marks. Now and then the light
reflects off an aged picture hanging behind its glass. They seem to
be a poor attempt at decorating the stairwell.
My heart races—the candle has gone out!
"Fear not, child." The man assures me, "There's a bit of
light yet."
No, not out, but something has made it tremble so violently
that it is nearly gone. I am scared, not of the dark, but of what might
have caused the light to fail.
The air is cold, but the cool is refreshing. It is damp, but the
moisture is easy to breath. And the darkness is welcoming. There is
no fear in it because I know it was not the darkness that caused the
light to waver.
We have been climbing downwards forever.
I glimpse the path ahead—stairs leading down, ever
downward, into a blackness darker than a moonless night. But
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instead of continuing down, we step off into a cellar lined with
shelves of canning jars. The wall opposite the staircase is stained
where water has trickled down, but is otherwise blank. The two
walls in between hold seven rows of shelves with a door at each end.
While the man searches through the jars in the cellar,
dusting off this one and peering at that one, I investigate each of the
four doors.
Beyond each door is a room like the one I'm standing in,
except there is only one door and it is in the wall across from me.
Through that door I see another room and beyond it, another—the
rooms extend to a fathomless depth like mirrors reflecting each
other.
By the glimmering light of the candle I study the jars in each
room. The first contains shelves of dusty, empty jars, their lids
screwed on and sealed.
The second holds rows and rows of broken jars—some
empty, some full; some cracked, some fallen. All are damaged. Oh
no, one is falling! To my surprise it totters off the shelf s edge and
shatters against the floor in a sticky mess of watermelon rinds. The
man stops for a moment, listens intently, sighs, and goes back to his
search.
The third doorway holds jars of varying shades and colors.
From my limited knowledge I can identify canned plums and pears,
apricots and peaches, apples, cherries, berries, persimmons and
pomegranates, cucumbers, beets, carrots, corn, tomatoes, and others.
There are even jars of applesauce, pickles and salsa! Some are
dusty, but all are full.
The last door hides a room of sparkling, empty jars. None
have lids on them and all are clean. Boxes of golden lids glow at the
end of the shelves. Oddly enough, this is the only room where there
are no gaps in the rows of jars—not one is missing.
Though he'd been mumbling the entire time, the man's voice
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breaks through my wonderment.
"Aha! Should have known it would be in this row."
The man is standing on tiptoe reaching for a dark jar with a
label he'd rubbed the dust away ffom to read. Glancing back and
forth between the two walls, I compare jars hidden in various
thicknesses of dust. Unlike the third room, I cannot recognize the
contents of any of these jars, though all are of a deep hue.
The man grasps the jar he's chosen and squats down to my
height. His eyes are magnificently light blue, and a light brighter
than the candle twinkles in them.
"Here we go; this jar's for you."
"What is it? It's terribly dark."
"Preserves."
"Oh. What kind? Can I eat them?"
He chuckles at my questions, but hands me the jar anyway.
"You would ask what kind, now wouldn't you. Well, you'll find out
soon enough, and a sweet surprise it will be too. Just watch out for
the seeds."
With a playful tug at one of my braids he stands up and
passes me the candle.
"But I can't carry both. This jar is heavy and I might drop
it!"
"Oh, child, sure you can. Off you go!"
I turn away, fiercely clutching the glass jar to my side, and
walk to the base of the stairs. I lift my candle and mount the
daunting steps leading upward beyond the light. This time I can see
the yellowed pictures behind the murky glass, and even more
glorious, I can read the names.
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FLYING AWAY

Second Place Fiction
ulia lay on the stretcher, moaning softly, her lips
pale. Her eyelids fluttered open and the circle of
heads surrounding her leaned in, a thousand
voices exclaiming, babbling, comforting. She
could feel herself dying. "Mother," she
whispered feebly, and someone grasped her
hand.
"I'm here, sweetheart," her mother was crying, smoothing
Julia's hair.
"Tell the car driver I forgive him. And give all my toys to
Lewis." Julia smiled angelically. Suddenly she gasped—she could
feel herself passing out of existence. . .
"Julia!" Lewis'voice brought Julia back. She opened her
eyes to see her brother gazing down at her impatiently. "C'mon. We
gotta go."
"I didn't even get to the funeral," she complained, then
screwed up her face and looked up at him. "Did I look dead?"
He rolled his eyes. "If you don't get up now you will be
dead."
Julia didn't want to leave the park. The grass underneath
her smelled good and the cloudy blue sky was perfect for
daydreaming. She was hoping the sun would turn her cheeks pink
and then Daddy would suddenly appear and pinch them and call her
cherry-face.
Her eyes focused on a branch poking out from a giant tree in
front of her. The branch was taller than the others, but it had no
leaves and stuck out above the greenery like a naked spire. On the
tip of the branch a small sparrow perched, looking out over the park
like a tiny, regal king. One by one other sparrows joined him, until
the whole tree was full of them. They crowded the branches, making
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the leaves shake, and all the chirping reminded Julia of the old ladies
at church or the squeaky voice of her first grade music teacher. The
sparrow king must not have liked all the noise, because he flew away
suddenly. She watched him fade into a teeny speck in the immense
sky.
"Julia!" Lewis grabbed her arm and jerked her to her feet,
but at her cry of pain his expression of sharp anger turned to
remorse. "I'm sorry," he said. He smiled at her with his mouth, but
his eyes remained locked in shadows. It was often this way when
they were together; Lewis' black outbursts sweeping down on her
followed just as quickly by smiles and big-brotherly goodwill. She
never knew why he was angry, but she had grown used to his moods.
She soon forgot his anger.
She studied the clouds as she followed her brother across the
park. Her favorite game was finding the shapes and figures moving
in the fluffy whiteness. She saw a motorcycle, then an alligator, then
suddenly the most spectacular cloud of all, a big billowy one, which
moved just in front of the sun so that it glowed with golden light.
She tugged her brother's arm. "Look," she urged, pointing upward,
"That's where Jesus lives."
Lewis, heedless of her voice, stared ahead, his eyes veiled.
Suddenly he stopped, looked around quickly, and fished in his pocket
for a few round white pills, which he swallowed mechanically. Julia
looked up at him solemnly, patiently. She was glad to see him taking
the pills. Maybe they would make him happy again. Once she had
asked Mommy why Lewis slept all the time, and why he never came
to dinner. "Is he sick, Mommy?" And Mommy had gotten that faroff look, the one that took her away into places Julia could not go.
The same look Lewis had now in his eyes. "Yes, Julia. Your
brother is very sick."
Lewis had been sick since Daddy left. That was when he
stopped eating and started sleeping all the time. He wouldn't play
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with her anymore. At first friends from his high school called and
came to the house. But then they stopped coming, and Lewis would
often go out at night to take a walk. He was always gone for a long,
long time.
Lewis told her Daddy was dead because of the accident at
the factory. But Mommy said he just went away for a little while,
and that they would see him again some day. She remembered
getting dressed up and going to the church. Lewis told her it was a
funeral, but Mommy said it was a party. She called it his "Welcome
Home Party." Julia didn't understand. At funerals people always
went to the front of the church to look at the dead body. But there
had been no body, just a tightly closed box. And why welcome
Daddy home if he was not coming home at all? No one would
explain it to her. They said she would understand someday.
She remembered Daddy's smile, his great big laugh, and the
way he smelled in the morning after he shaved. She remembered him
coming into her bedroom at night to kiss her and tell her a story.
Sometimes Julia thought she saw his face in the clouds, but it was
always whisked away the moment she saw it. "Don't forget to pray,
Julia," he had always reminded her. "Jesus has a special ear for the
prayers of little girls." She never forgot, especially after he went
away. She prayed for Mommy to smile again, and for Lewis to get
well. Today she whispered a prayer to Jesus up on His cloud that
He would watch out for her Daddy floating by.
She knew what would bring him home. People always came
home for funerals on TV. She knew somehow that it would be her
funeral, and that it would be a car wreck. But she didn't mind dyingNot if it would bring Daddy home and make her brother well.
"Lewis, when I die, will you come to my funeral?"
He looked at her with glassy eyes. "No."
"Why not?"
"Because, I'm going to die first. I'm older." He had a funny
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look on his face, but he grinned and she thought he must be joking.
They left the park and entered the maze of residential streets
that would lead them home. Julia knew every corner of the maze;
she knew the name of every dog that lived there and where Peanut
the black cat kept her kittens. Sometimes she pretended she was lost
on a desert island and the dogs were wild beasts. No human had
ever been able to get near them, but she could. She would pet them
and they told her how to get back to the river, which was the ocean
where she was always rescued by a handsome captain that looked
like Daddy.
The river marked the edge of town, separating the houses
from the woods like a moving boundary line. Julia loved the river.
She would skip to the middle of the long bridge and lean over the
railing until her toes came off the ground, watching the water dash
by in a mad race to the sea. Lewis had once told her about a boy
named Huckleberry Finn who ran away and had wonderful
adventures rafting down a river. She wished she could be
Huckleberry Finn and float away on a raft.
Today Lewis didn't turn on Espero Street, where their little
white house stood between many other houses. He walked right past
it and kept going, toward the bridge at the edge of town. He stared
straight ahead, his steps shuffling along quickly. His feet acted like
they were in a hurry, but his face was straight and dull. Julia
wondered if his brain told his feet to go or the other way around.
"Lewis," she panted, trying to keep his pace. "Where are we
going? Lewis, wait up. Why are you walking so fast?"
He did not answer. She did her best to keep up with him
until they came to the bridge. His steps slowed and he walked to the
center, where he stood staring down at the dark water.
Julia joined him on the bridge, standing on tiptoe and
peering down at the liquid thunder. Because of a late spring
snowmelt, the water was three times higher than normal. The river
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had risen over its banks and angrily flooded yards and streets; even
now it rose dangerously close to the bridge. Julia could have
reached down and touched the water.
She watched her brother staring at the waves and wondered
if he wished he were Huckleberry Finn, too. Maybe they could
pretend.
"Lewis," she said. He stepped up onto the first rung of the
railing, still staring downwards. "Lewis," she repeated. He ignored
her, and stepped to the second rung, leaving only one thin rail
between himself and the crushing water.
She sighed and turned around to lean her back against the
rail. It was hopeless trying to get him to notice her anymore. She
watched the big golden cloud above, wondering if Daddy could see
them. "Hi, Daddy!" she yelled, waving her arms to the heavens.
Lewis' eyes flickered and he glanced upward. A strange, angry
expression crossed his face, and he looked again at the water.
Suddenly Julia spotted a small gray object in front of her.
She leaned forward to study it. It was a tiny sparrow, struggling
helplessly near the center of the road.
"Look, Lew, a bird! I think he's hurt." Lewis, still wavering
on his perch, did not turn around. She crept softly into the road,
holding her breath and trying not to scare the bird. It flopped and
fluttered, but did not move any farther away. She could see that its
wing was hurt, and she remembered once when Mommy rescued a
bird with a broken wing and cared for it until it healed and the bird
flew away.
She was about halfway to the bird when she heard the sound
of a car approaching. The bridge began to tremble in anticipation of
the rushing beast. She saw that it was almost upon them, thundering
straight toward the little bird.
"Lewis!" she screamed without turning around, and then she
ran forward, frantic to get to the creature before the car overcame it.
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Just as she leapt for the bird, something grabbed her and
pulled her back. She struggled against Lewis' arms pulling her away
from the road, and they tumbled backward toward the edge of the
bridge. She screamed as the car raced by, but at the same second the
bird suddenly found its strength and fluttered into the air for a brief
moment. It attempted to fly away, but fell back into the road as the
car retreated on the other side of the bridge.
The roaring of the car faded into the roar of the river below
them. Lewis pulled himself up to kneel on the road and kept his
arms tight around Julia, his face against her back. He was crying.
Julia struggled free and turned to face him. He was trembling and
covered with sweat. Uncertainly Julia reached out a small hand and
brushed her brother's hair. He looked at her, his eyes clearer beneath
the tears. She didn't understand what she saw there, but she was
glad he was looking at her.
She smiled. "Don't cry, Lew. Look, the bird is okay! You
knew he could fly if he really wanted to, didn't you? Don't cry."
Still shaking, Lewis pulled her into his arms and hugged her.
"We did save the bird, didn't we Lewis?"
He smiled a little and nodded. "Yeah, Jules. Yeah, we sure
did."
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WHITE SNOW, RED COAT
Third Place Fiction
ext!" Anthony stepped to the desk and dropped
his bag on the dusty floorboards. "Anthony
Scotte, sir." "Ye'll be staying with the
Stapletons, on Allenbury Street," mumbled the
officer as he scratched his pen across the paper.
"Ye kin find a local boy t' show ye the way fer a
penny. Now mov'n; I've a lot of men to assign
here so ye're not all a-sleepin' in the snow tonight."
Anthony slung his bag over his shoulder and stepped
outside. Across the street several boys were tormenting a kitten.
They looked at him warily when he stopped above them. "Could one
of you show me the way to Allenbury Street?"
None answered. Finally one of the older boys spoke. "I
could," he said cockily. After a pause Anthony corrected himself.
"Would you?"
The boy seemed to consider a moment, and then he nodded.
"I suppose. How much?"
"For you, a special bargain: I charge you nothing to take me
to Allenbury Street," Anthony pronounced graciously.
"Jack!" shouted a voice. Anthony looked across the street
and saw a burly English soldier leaning out a window. "You take
him to Allenbury this moment or I'll whip you into a bloody pulp!
And carry his pack, too, ya brat, or I'll have your ears for bait!"
"Aw, shut up!" shouted Jack in return, but he snatched
Anthony's bag off his shoulder and started down the street. "This
way," he muttered, pointing with a nod of his head.
***

"So this is Allenbury," announced Jack. He scuffed a toe
through the snow and glanced at Anthony. "Who're ya stayin' with?"
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"The Stapletons, I think," Anthony replied, glancing down
the street. Jack started off again, shifting Anthony's pack to his
other shoulder, and paused in front of a small house encrusted with
dirty snow. He rapped smartly on the door.
"A moment, if you can!" came a woman's voice from inside.
Anthony started to search for a coin, but Jack shook his
head. "Nah. Jim'd take it anyway. I'll call ya for a favor
sometime." He handed Anthony the bag and disappeared down the
street.
"Coming!" The door opened and a rush of warm air
caressed Anthony's face. A woman of about thirty-five stood in the
doorway, glancing over him appraisingly.
"I'm—" Anthony began.
"The new soldier, I can see. Well, get yourself inside. I
wasn't expecting you so soon, but I suppose it shouldn't make a
difference." She opened the door wider and Anthony stepped inside.
The kitchen she led him to was small but neat. Anthony
waited, standing, for instructions as she stirred something on the
stove. Her back to him, she said, "I suppose you'll be~"
"Hey!" boomed a man in the distinctive red and white,
sweeping in the door at the other side of the room. "Something to
drink, woman, and hot!" He seated himself at the table and stacked
his snowy feet on the table. He laughed and gestured to Anthony.
"Welcome! Come on in, and sit down. This is your home; no need
to be so formal. Come, now, woman, where's my—"
She slammed a mug on the table before him. "There!" As
she turned Anthony heard her hiss, "And may you choke on it!"
The soldier raised his mug to his lips and drained it easily,
finally setting it down and wiping the back of his hand across his
mouth.
"So, friend, who are you? One of the new recruits?"
"No; I've been up at Fort Michilimackinac for a year,"
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Anthony explained.
"Some of us were sent down here to help calm the colonies,
you might say."
"Calm them?" The soldier chuckled. "We can't calm them.
The only way to subdue these—mutinous insurgents is to root out
those so-called 'Sons of Liberty' and dangle every one from a
maypole."
Anthony raised an eyebrow. "Sons of Liberty? Who are
they?"
The soldier laughed and dropped his feet to the floor. "You
must not get much in the way of news up at the fort. The 'Sons of
Liberty' is a fancy title these colonists use as an excuse to find
anyone who stands in their way and pound their faces into the
street."
Anthony lifted the mug that their hostess set before him.
"And we stand in their way?"
The other directed a finger at him. "Now you have the idea.
This is why every last one of them should be slathered with their
own tar and covered with their own feathers and strung from the pole
of the Union Jack!" He sat back and again set his feet on the table.
"What are you called, then?"
"Anthony Scotte."
"Robert Hamilton, and glad to know you." A moment
passed, during which Mrs. Stapleton set a bowl before Anthony and
stepped away before he could thank her. "How were things up at the
fort?"
"Fairly peaceful, compared to what I've heard of Boston,"
Anthony said around a mouthful of soup. "I've had enough drilling
to last me several lifetimes, but no real action."
"Well, there's no battles here either, though I think we'll get
our share of fighting sooner or later," smirked Robert. "And you
haven't got a bad house to stay in, either. When you see the girl
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here—"
Their hostess whirled on her heels. "You keep your hands
off Sarah Beth, you ugly lout, or—"
"Or what, woman?" laughed Robert. Mrs. Stapleton
pressed her lips together and stormed from the room. "She's all
bluster and nothing more, the same as her poor husband," explained
Robert. "They're no real threat."
Anthony glanced at his bowl and said nothing. After a brief
silence he glanced up and asked, "When's the first pay come
through? After the trip down here I haven't much left."
"Next week, I think," was the answer. "I hope it's next
week, anyway. The tavernkeeper is getting a little worried about my
account. It's not that I never pay, but — well, Anthony, if you want
credit there, don't be seen with me the first few times. Understand?"
Anthony grinned a little sheepishly. "I won't be spending
much time there anyway. Most of my pay goes back to England."
"Married already?"
Anthony shook his head. "No, a widowed sister. I promised
I'd help her until she remarried."
Robert snorted and sat back further.
***

Anthony's afternoon was spent unpacking his few
belongings and arranging them in his corner of the room he shared
with Robert. His roommate had gone out to find one of his friends,
and Anthony had the room to himself for the moment.
The Stapleton home had three bedrooms: one for the master
and mistress, and one each for the two children he knew existed but
as yet had not seen. Robert, and now he,had taken one of the rooms,
leaving young Philip Stapleton to sleep in the blacksmith's shop next
door. Robert had muttered that Beth's room was the only one in the
house with a lock. Apparently the Stapletons didn't trust their
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British guests.
A timid knock at the door reminded him that his hosts would
be wondering when he would want supper. Mr. Stapleton's balding
head appeared, but instead of asking about the meal he said, "There's
a boy here to see you, sir."
Jack was waiting, shivering, on the front step. "Mr.
Hamilton sent me for ya. He said that he'd show ya the town and
you could buy him a drink."
He's drunk, thought Anthony. Didn't I tell him I had no
money? Cautiously he asked, "How is Mr. Hamilton?"
Jack shrugged. "Drunk as a sop. I wouldn't ha' bothered ya
but for if I didn't go he'd a' had one of his fits, and once I left I
couldn't think of anything else to do."
"Wait a moment." Anthony hurried back with his coat.
"Let's go. The worst that can happen is that I'll see some of the town
while I'm out."
"You want to go to the tavern?"
Anthony considered a moment. "How drunk is he?"Jack
seemed to have a talent for reading his mind. "He'll hit the floor in
under an hour."
"Then we'll reach the tavern in an hour," Anthony said.
The streets were fairly clear, which was not surprising on
such a cold night. The sky was clear and full of stars, beautiful but
frigid. Jack led him on a winding path through the streets, pointing
out such important features as a church, the jail, the courthouse.
They were walking along the harbor's edge when a well-aimed
snowball landed inside Anthony's collar.
"Someone doesn't like the redcoats, I suppose," he said
flatly, wincing as the snow melted down his spine.
"Nah, that was just some joker," Jack corrected carelessly.
"What makes you say that?"
"Wasn't any rocks in it, was there?"
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The tavern was set only a few paces from the water's edge,
so that booze-starved seamen could easily reach it during their brief
stays on land. Anthony followed Jack inside as a drunken sailor
staggered past and retched in the snow.
Anthony felt a nudge and looked as Jack pointed to the
corner where Robert had collapsed against the wall. His roommate
lay snoring, head lolled to one side, a bit of drool glistening on his
chin. Anthony felt repulsed. Someone clapped him on the shoulder
and shouted, "You a friend of that fellow? Good luck dragging him
home! He's drunker than a — a horse!" He laughed riotously and
staggered away.
***

Anthony left Robert lying across his bed and returned to the
kitchen. Mrs. Stapleton served him without a word, slapping the
food on the plate and dropping it on the table before him. While
Anthony ate, a boy of about twelve crept inside and hurried through
the kitchen, glancing furtively toward him. Anthony thought he must
be Philip and kept chewing.
A few minutes later a girl, perhaps seventeen, moved
through the kitchen without deigning to look at the new soldier.
Anthony guessed she was Sarah Beth and agreed with Robert that
she was attractive. No wonder her door had a lock.
He finished his meal and went to his room, willing Robert to
cease his snorting and shut up so he could sleep.
II
Anthony stretched and then bent and shook the sawdust
from his hair. From the other side of the yard George shouted for
him to hurry. He ignored him and leisurely bent to pick up his end
of the saw.
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"Come on, Anthony, or we'll be out of a job," Stephen
warned. "George is half-ready to get rid of you anyway; you know
how he feels about redcoats."
"He can't afford to be short another man and he knows it,"
replied Anthony. "I've put in too many hours of hard labor today for
him to be shouting about half a minute of stretching."
He wrapped his hands around the saw handle and let Harry
pull it up, squinting against the sawdust that rained down on him.
When the handle was level with his face he leaned into it and forced
it down through the wood. Above him Harry raised the saw, and
once more Anthony bore down on it. It was monotonous work, and
tiring, but it paid decently.
Hours later, Anthony was heading home, happily whistling a
new tune he'd learned, when someone raced around a corner and
plowed into him. The boy stumbled and kept going, but Anthony
reached out a quick arm and pulled him back.
"Lemme go! Let me—oh, Anthony, it's you," gasped Jack at
arm's length. "Let me go, Anthony—any moment some big ugly pig
will come around that corner, and if I'm here when he does I'm fish
bait."
Anthony shoved Jack into a doorway and placed himself in
front of it as a soldier lumbered around the corner. "Hey, Anthony,"
he panted, "have you seen that little brat Jack run by here?"
Anthony nodded and turned to point the way he'd come. "He
took off that way, as fast as his legs could carry him." He grinned.
"What'd he do this time?"
"Told me something about my mother, the little pig,"
growled the soldier. "Thanks, Anthony."
"My pleasure."
The soldier started off in the way Anthony had indicated. A
moment later Jack emerged, his face slack with relief and exertion.
"Thanks, Anthony."
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"My pleasure."
"Hey, Anthony!" shouted Stephen from across the street.
"Consider yourself cordially invited to dine with me, under the
pretense of celebrating my sister's birthday!"
"I happily accept!" shouted Anthony in return. He tapped
Jack's shoulder. "Go and tell the Stapletons that it will only be
Robert for supper. Oh, and bring the small bag from the pack in my
room. I might as well buy the girl a gift. And, Jack," he grinned, "I
know exactly how much is there."
Jack returned his grin. "I'll be back in two shakes of a
lamb's tail—not that I've spent much time with lambs, shaking their
tails or no." He took off down the street, dodging a few pedestrians
and leaping over a crate.
Stephen chuckled as he crossed the street. "I still laugh
when I see you two. I never thought Jack would speak to a soldier
except to tell him that his mother rode a broomstick."
Anthony nodded smiling. "I had noticed that he seems less
than friendly to my fellow-soldiers. Any particular reason?"
Stephen's grin faded as he cleared his throat and shifted his
weight. "Ehm—well, Anthony, it's like this: Jack has a father,
somewhere, on an English ship. After his father was impressed, his
mother—had an accident. But rumor has it that she was murdered."
"Murdered?"
Stephen nodded and glanced down. "To conceal the fact
that she was pregnant, by an English soldier."
Anthony blew out his breath softly. "Poor lad."
"So he's not overly fond of the English." Stephen crossed
his arms and rocked back on his heels.
Anthony gave him a quizzical look. "But you're English," he
said.
Stephen's cool blue eyes met his. "I'm a Bostonian," he said
good-naturedly.
"But you're a subject of His Majesty, the same as I am, and
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you're English," Anthony persisted, his tone slightly questioning.
Stephen hesitated only an instant before saying, "You're
right, of course. Now what are you buying for my sister? It must be
something worthwhile. You know she's mad about you."
"From what I've seen of Anne, she's mad about any man
with breath in his body," laughed Anthony. "What do you suggest?"
Stephen considered a moment. "A small locket for her neck.
And she really is mad about you."
"I'll ignore the latter part of that for the moment, but I may
already have a locket. I'd bought one for my niece back home, but I
can get another one later for her. I'll head over and pick it up. If I
don't pass Jack on the way, keep him here until I return."
Anthony jogged through the streets and entered the house.
He had given up knocking long ago; it seemed that the Stapletons
never hurried to the door on his behalf. In the kitchen Philip was
seated at the table with a slab of meat over one eye. His mother
knelt before him, dabbing gently at the drying blood smeared across
his nose and mouth.
"What happened here?" Anthony asked, pausing.
"Nothing that concerns you," snapped Mrs. Stapleton. "If
you're wanting your booze, get it yourself."
"You're thinking of Rober —the other one," he corrected.
She never seemed to care which of them was which. Anthony
shrugged and tried a different approach. "Did you whip him,
Philip?"
Mrs. Stapleton sprang from the floor. "No, he didn't! Can't
you see the poor boy feels bad enough already? Now move on out of
this kitchen this very instant!" Anthony allowed himself to be
shoved forcibly from the room, wondering what he had done to
deserve the woman's wrath. "And get your runny-nosed moocher out
of the house, too!" she shouted, pushing him around the corner.
Anthony let himself into his room, smiling. Jack was sitting
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on his bed, holding something in his hand. He shoved it behind his
back as he looked up. "I would ha' come, honest, but the old hag
came after me with a rolling pin and I ran in here."
"You whip Philip pretty good?" Anthony asked.
Jack considered and then nodded. "As well as I could,
considering. Once his ma joined in it wasn't a fair fight."
Anthony laughed and seated himself on Robert's bed.
"What's behind your back?"
Jack brought out the paper grudgingly. "I didn't know if
you'd want me lookin' at it. I found it with the money."
Anthony took the paper and looked at the two sketches. The
woman was kind and gentle, while the man seemed older and
careworn. "One of my friends drew this for me. They're my
parents."
"Your mother's very pretty," Jack offered politely. "She's
some high-born lady?"
Anthony smiled and shook his head. "Far from it. She was
from Chelmsford."
Jack leapt up as if he'd been stung. "Chelmsford? As in
Chelmsford, Massachusetts?"
Anthony nodded. "Um-hmm. She followed my father back
to England and married him."
"Then she's an—American?" Jack seemed stunned. "You're
only half an English dog!"
Anthony shrugged, chuckling. "Well, I suppose you could
look at it that way. But why—"
"You traitor!" shouted Jack, eyes widened, as if he couldn't
fathom what he'd heard. "You're a soldier against your own flesh
and blood! You've no right to be in that red coat!"
"Jack?"
"You're betraying your own family! You're a trained dog
for that wretched king and—"
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Anthony was on the floor in front of Jack, one hand pinning
his arm and the other clamped firmly over his mouth. "Now, listen,
Jack. I'm no traitor. Put that straight in your mind. And His
Majesty King George is as much your king as he is mine. You're
only a boy, but talk like that can land you in more than enough
trouble." He took his hand from Jack's mouth and loosened his grip.
"If I were you, I'd stop listening to that rot, from those 'Sons of
Liberty' or anyone else."
Jack stared at him for a moment, and then turned and bolted.
Anthony heard Mrs. Stapleton's muted shouts and a dull thud as
some missile crashed against the wall, but Jack's footsteps ran until
he was outside. Anthony sighed, unsure of what he'd done, and
reached for the bag which held the locket.
***

The dinner that night went fairly smoothly. Anthony
carefully refrained from saying anything pertaining to the English,
and Stephen's sister slyly maneuvered her family so that she was
seated next to him at supper. And despite Stephen's teasing, she was
no idiot. Without seeming manipulated at all, the conversation
slowly drifted to marriage.
"Now, as to Stephen, there's no girl in Boston that seems to
be the one for him," laughed his mother. "I think that in a year or so
more he'll suddenly decide he should find a wife and will go after
anything in a skirt!"
"We'll just have to make sure he's not in Scotland at the
time," offered Anthony, and immediately he cursed himself for
allowing his ill-breeding to show.
"No, there's at least one girl in Boston that Stephen has his
eye on," put in Anne, a wicked gleam in her eye.
"Anne, if you—" started Stephen.
"And that would be Sarah Beth Stapleton," Anne finished
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quickly, before her brother could complete his threat. She smiled,
confident in her revenge for all the teasing Stephen had given her
that night.
"Is that so?" Anthony sat back, amused. "Then move
quickly, friend. Peter Smith has the same idea."
"What about you, Anthony?" Mrs. Harper asked, unaware
that Anne had carefully cued her for this question for that last five
minutes.
Anthony hesitated a moment. "Well," he began finally,
keeping his eyes on the table, "there was a girl back in London—"
"Oh, Anthony, you told me you were at some fort before you
came to Boston," cut in Stephen. "You haven't been in London for
years!"
Anthony met Stephen's eyes, knowing his friend wasn't
going to let him tread around the question. He grinned and felt his
face growing hot. "Well—"
"Come, come, leave the boy alone," said Stephen's father
suddenly. "It's not as if he were on trial and our good friend Mr.
Adams were questioning him."
Anthony threw him a grateful look. Anne sat back and
complained jokingly, "Oh, Father, you always spoil all the fun!"
The conversation moved on gradually to other things, and
when Anthony presented the locket to Anne it was relatively
painless. Stephen followed Anthony to the door when he left. "So,
do you agree with me yet?"
Anthony considered. "I'm still doubting that she's in love,
but she is definitely skilled in the area of flirtation."
Stephen laughed and agreed. "I'm not quite sure where she
learned that. Will you be at the yard tomorrow?"
Anthony shook his head. "Sorry. My uniform calls. Good
night."
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"Steady, men! Hold your ranks!"
Anthony dug his fingers into the barrel of his musket as
another shower of stones rained down on him. The soldiers held
their bayonets at the charge to keep the mob from rushing them. At
each side of the street the storefronts were being torn down, and in a
moment the colonists would start hurling the bricks.
What are they thinking? thought Anthony. They can't hope
to drive trained British soldiers off the street. A brick flew
perilously close to his head. He swallowed hard. But there are only
eight of us, he heard himself think, with one officer...
A cobblestone plowed through the snow at his feet and
another shattered in the furrow. Anthony retreated another few steps
with the rest of the soldiers. He didn't know how far the colonists
had driven them now. He searched through the swarming crowd for
a familiar face, someone he could call on to help calm the riot.
Suddenly Jack appeared, dancing with a brick in his hand. "Filthy
English dog!" he screamed.
Pain bored through Anthony's head and he stumbled. His
vision swirled into black and the angry shouting faded slowly away.
***

At first Anthony could do nothing but lie still and listen to
the blood pulse through his swollen head. Finally he gathered the
strength to slowly push himself up.
Instantly he winced and squeezed his eyes shut, as his skull
threatened to burst at the temples. After a moment he could open his
eyes again, and he saw that his right hand came away red from his
throbbing head. He blinked and for the first time saw the corpse
lying in front of him.
He raised his eyes and looked down the street. Only one
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body lay there, but stark crimson stains in the snow showed where
others had been. The dead man in front of him was black, and
Anthony didn't recognize him.
He forced himself to stand, gritting his teeth against the pain
in his head, and swayed unsteadily. He knew he couldn't walk as far
as Allenbury; he'd be fortunate to hit the next street. He lurched
forward and started down the street, not caring where he headed.
He turned comers without heed, unable to focus enough to
read the street signs. Suddenly a familiar house shoved itself into his
vision. After a long, confused moment herealized he had taken
himself to Stephen's home. Surely someone here would help him.
He fell at the steps before the door. A few minutes passed
before the door opened. He tried to look up, to see who was there.
"Some redcoat's dropped at our door!" he heard Stephen's
mother call back into the house.
"But, Mama, that's—that's Anthony—isn't it?" Anne's voice
trembled.
"I can't see, and you're not about to go look. Now—"
Anthony, desperate, reached one hand toward the door and
squinted upward.
"It is, Mama! It's Anthony!"
"No matter, Anne! He's a cursed lobsterback, the same as
the rest of them, and if he thinks for one minute that we'll drag his
wretched body in for burial then..." The door's hollow thud clipped
the rest of the sentence.
Anthony's hand dropped to the snow. These people were his
friends. Last night they had sat and laughed together, eaten together.
Now they called him a cursed lobsterback.
He didn't know how much time passed before he crawled to
the side of the house and sprawled once more in the snow. No one
saw him there between the two buildings as the snow began to fall
again.
***
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Anthony awoke when something brushed the bloody lump at
the side of his head. He opened his eyes and immediately threw up a
hand to shield them from the light. He was lying on his back on
something soft.
"Lie still," said someone above him. After a moment he
recognized Anne's voice; had they taken him in after all? She
finished washing away the blood and bandaged his head before
saying anything more. "You're lucky to be alive," she said.
As Anthony's eyes began to focus, he saw that he was in a
cellar of some sort, the only light a small candle beside the blanket
he lay on. "Wh-where am I?" he rasped.
"In our cellar," Anne replied, laying another blanket over
him. "I thought I'd killed you, dragging you in here, but you'll be
safe enough now. They won't look for you here."
"Who are 'they?"'
"The Sons of Liberty, of course," she said, her voice tight.
"After what happened—well, they won't search for redcoats
anywhere in our house."
Anthony caught something in her voice. "What happened?"
A long moment passed before Anne answered. "Stephen's
dead," she finally whispered. "He was shot in the street."
Anthony's stomach kicked into his throat. Stephen was
dead. The sudden knowledge ground at his insides. Of course the
so-called patriots wouldn't search for a redcoat in the home of one of
their fallen fellow-colonists. "But, isn't your family sympathetic to
this"—he searched for a word that wouldn't offend her—"this
independence cause? Why are you helping me?"
"Because this whole thing is—well, it's stupid. Our
grievance is with Parliament, not with the soldiers, even though we
like to find things with which to accuse the troops. And it's not
worth killing each other, just to prove a point, not when we're
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friends." She was crying now. "For heaven's sake, you and Stephen
were the best of friends. Neither of you was angry at the other, yet
he was killed and you nearly were." Abruptly she stopped, sniffing
softly.
Anthony felt he should say something, but nothing he could
think of seemed appropriate. Finally she rose, brushing tears away,
and picked up the candle. "I ought to go up before they miss me.
You've kept me busy last night and today, trying to make sure no one
came into the cellar." She forced a smile and went up the stairs.
***

Anthony left that night and returned to the Stapletons' home.
He didn't want to bring trouble on Anne, and if somehow the Sons of
Liberty found him there she would have more than enough of it. She
no longer seemed "mad about him," as Stephen once would have put
it; the riot had swept away everything insignificant, including petty
infatuations.
Soon he would stand trial, accused of the murder of five
citizens. In England he would have had no worries—after all, he'd
been knocked unconscious before any shots had been fired. But
here, in Boston, with the Sons of Liberty roaming the streets, even if
he survived the trial without punishment he could be hanged for less
than a word.
Someone rapped at his door, causing a miniature hammer to
pound against his temple. Across the room Robert bellowed, "Come
in!" Anthony cringed.
Mrs. Stapleton opened the door. "A girl's here to see you."
"Me?" asked Robert, sitting up.
"I should hope not. She's here to see Mr. Scotte." Mrs.
Stapleton left the door open when she left. Anthony rose slowly and
followed her into the front room.
Anne waited until Mrs. Stapleton had left before speaking.
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"Anthony! Mr. Adams is going to be your defense!"
"What?" he asked faintly, one hand to his head.
"John Adams will be your defense!"
Anthony motioned to the chair next to her, but she didn't
take the hint. So he remained standing, wishing she would seat
herself so that he could do likewise and hopefully not embarrass
himself by falling on his face.
Anne was still speaking excitedly. "He announced today
that he would stand for all the soldiers. Aren't you glad, Anthony?
You'll at least have a chance in the court!"
Anthony nodded painfully. "Yes. I mean, that's wonderful.
Would you please sit down?"
Anne gathered her skirts and sat. He took a seat across the
room and looked at her. "Anne, can I ask you something about
Stephen?"
She pressed her lips together and looked away, but
answered, "Yes."
"If he was shot during the riot, does that mean that—he was
out in the mob—part of it?" He waited uneasily, not wanting to hear
the answer he knew must be true.
Anne hesitated and then said too quickly, "I don't know. I
hadn't seen him since early that morning, and—"
"Anne." He met her eyes and held them. "He was rioting,
wasn't he?"
She nodded, blinking hard. Anthony sighed and put his head
between his hands. An eternal moment passed.
"Hey!" boomed Robert as he stepped through the door. "Are
you coming with me tonight, Anthony?"
"No," Anthony said, exasperated. Robert asked him to the
tavern every night, and each time Anthony said no.
"Well, I was—hey, good choice, Anthony!" He studied
Anne, leering. "I see you work harder at this than I thought."
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"This is Miss Harper, the sister of one of my dearest
friends," Anthony said evenly, his eyes narrowed. "Miss Harper, my
fellow-soldier, Mr. Hamilton."
"How do you do," said Anne flatly.
"Well, good-bye for now!" said Robert. "Good luck,
Anthony!"
After the door had shut Anthony groaned and began, "I
apologize for him, Anne. Please—"
"Apologize for whom?" said Anne brightly.
Anthony relaxed. "Thank you, Anne."
Anne pursed her lips. "Was he—there?"
Anthony shook his head. "No; dear Robert was probably at
his favorite tavern that day, happily downing mug after mug while
we were—" He stopped abruptly. "I'm sorry."
Anne rose, and Anthony did likewise. His head felt hollow
for a brief moment, but then settled to normal. She explained
hurriedly, "I'd better leave now. I have some—errands to run before
I return home. Mr. Adams will probably send Jack around this
afternoon to show you to his office."
"Jack?" Anthony shook his head. "No, I think Jack will
pass me by."
Anne looked puzzled, but said only, "Then he will send
someone else. Good day." She let herself out the door and closed it
behind her.
IV
Anthony walked from the building, stunned. Acquitted!
They had been acquitted, all of them! Well, not all; two men were
to have their thumbs branded. But that? For the deaths of five men?
Ah, but the five had attacked viciously. The shooting had
been justified, because the soldiers had fired only to save their lives.
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Such had been the decision of the court.
Anthony stopped and leaned against a wall. Around him
people pushed by, eager to move on now that the trial's entertainment
was over. He leaned his head back and closed his eyes, trying to
think. Until now he was sure he had been hoping for a sympathetic
court. But now, he didn't know. As an English soldier he was
prepared to fight, and even to kill. But he had never imagined that
he would kill his friend. He thought of his comrades still at the fort.
What if he had shot Adam, or Andrew, or even old Gannett?
He was suddenly aware of someone standing beside him.
He opened his eyes and saw another of the soldiers—Matthew?—
looking intently at him. "You didn't kill him," he said quietly.
"It was my company," replied Anthony, standing away from
the wall. "And how did you know what I was thinking?"
"When that silversmit —what's his name? Revaire, or
Revere, or some such—when he drew his little pictures of where the
bodies lay the name of one Stephen Harper was mentioned. I
thought the name sounded familiar, and then I remembered you
saying you worked with him in a lumber mill. I always saw the two
of you together when we weren't drilling or some such. And so,
when I saw you standing here like the world was on your shoulders,
I supposed that you were thinking you had killed him."
Anthony half-smiled. "You ought to become a lawyer, like
Mr. Adams in there."
"Well, thank you, but no. I have a feeling I'd hate it." The
soldier smiled.
"I can't stay here," said Anthony suddenly.
"What do you mean, you can't stay here?" asked Matthew.
"I mean, I can't stay in Boston. Not after all that's happened
here. Stephen's dead, I would be but for the fact that Anne dragged
me into her cellar and hid me from her family and the Sons of
Liberty, and—"
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"Who's Anne?"
"Stephen's sister."
"And she still hid you and healed that hole in your head?
Marry the girl."
"Marry her? You must be mad. I killed her brother."
"You were knocked out before the first shot was fired.
You're innocent."
"Keep telling me that every few minutes and eventually I
may believe it." Anthony ran his fingers through his hair and winced
when they hit the knot at his temple. Frustrated, he turned and
started down the street.
Matthew fell into step beside him. "Anthony, you're not
going to accomplish anything by wandering the streets, wishing
yourself dead. I know it's not my place to interfere, but—"
"Look, Matthew, I appreciate this, but I don't think it's as
easy as you're saying. Maybe I should just ask to be transferred
back to Michilimackinac, or even go to India—anywhere, so long as
it's not Boston."
Matthew smiled. "You could never survive in India. You're
the kind who thrives off nasty, American weather. A single week in
Assam would finish you off."
Anthony didn't answer. He was considering the idea he had
just spoken aloud. Surely more troops would be sent to Boston now;
in all the bustle perhaps he could manage to beg back his old
position at the fort. He chewed his lip thoughtfully.
"Head down!" warned Matthew, pushing him aside. Several
iceballs slapped their shoulders. Anthony looked ahead to see Jack
darting around a comer. Abruptly he made his decision."Thanks,
Matthew. Listen, I'll see you later. I need to speak with the
sergeant." He pulled his collar up and headed down the street.
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LOVE
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ssay
a
'The original writer is
not one who imitates nobody,
but one whom nobody
can imitate."

—Francois Rene de |
Chateaubriand,
Le Genie du Christianme
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Heidi Chan"
A B R U P T L Y IN D E P T H :
IN T H E S T Y L E O F A N N I E D I L L A R D
Third Place Essay
anguage barrier. Beyond geographical, cultural
foreign languages. Spilling over from gender
differences. The language of women. The
language of men. Some common words? Maybe
verbs? Certainly not adjectives. Pronouns, of
course; that is a given. Shared sentence
structure—sometimes. The same word order.
Similar phraseology, at times. But language? The essence (the
existence of the word in a non-verbal, non-visual world) of a word,
the connotations (feelings, memories, thought patterns riding along
with the word, attached and ever-present, often unbidden) of a
phrase, the hoped-for resulting reactions (the use of manipulating
usage of words, sentences, vocabulary) of a certain phrase used over
another. The compartmentalization of the male's thoughts
manifested in how he goes about life. The interconnectedness of the
female's brain resulting in feelings, thoughts and actions all being
somehow connected to all other feelings, thoughts and actions. I
think we speak different languages, you and I, Male. The essence,
connotations and manipulations of the words and phrases I choose to
use are so different than yours, o Male. Mysterious to me is how
you are able to exist in such compartments in life. Yes. Like
Mexican versus Venezuelan Spanish; the same language, written,
but different in speech, slang, connotation. You and me; how can we
ever hope to communicate, in essence, at the core? (Or is that not
even important to you; do you even have a compartment for "in
depth communication?") We need to learn to speak the other's
language. For me to become, not biologically or in essence but in
understanding as much as I can, Male. For you to endeavor
Femaleness. So; but it is not easy.
Perhaps that is why marriage is a life-long commitment.
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THE GARDENER
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Carissa Guinnee'
THE BLOW POP THEORY

earing off the shell, peeling off the casing,
unveiling the naked core is a dangerous
endeavor. What's inside is often too stupendous
for you to realize, let alone another person who
interprets thoughts and reactions differently than
yourself. After all, can we even verbalize for
ourselves the most vile, uncharacteristic part of
us—the element of our being from which we cannot separate
ourselves. We think to ourselves that if we never admit these hidden
corners to ourselves, then they can be erased as if never created.
The part of you considered to be disgusting and shameful, the fears
you hold locked inside and the desires raging within will never
dissolve; instead, they will be wrapped in many appealing layers as
in the ever so popular candy sucker, the blowpop.
The outer sucker is so tasty, so sweet, and so enjoyable.
Likewise, we try to imitate what others want to see, a responsive
person according to their personality. Through this process, we
become "tasty." We lose memory of what convicts our heart, what
dreams we had envisioned for ourselves, and what gifts we were
individually given. Slipping without warning we lose ourselves for
someone else.
It takes time for you to realize the need for the outer core.
We have a tendency to offer ourselves, the vulnerable, sweet candy,
to the first person who unconditionally loves us, accepts us, or
merely takes interest in our worth as a person. We invite them in
and offer a part of us to them. The more "licks" they take, the closer
they are to realizing the real you. As you are "sucked in," the mirage
you have created becomes less clear and parts of your inner core, the
gum inside, begin to appear.
Disappointment comes when the layers are stripped away.
Anxiety creeps into our racing heart when we are broken apart. We
lose our covering, our shield. We stand "naked" in front of the one
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in whom we put our trust, in whom we gave the first "lick."
What will the new owner do with the gum inside? Even if
you think you know the person's personality and heart, you cannot
comprehend nor predict the direction of the mind. If one person
promises that they will love you regardless of all else, yet fails by
distancing himself, who next is to be trusted? The gum inside lasts a
long time if it is savored and chewed even when it becomes old.
The prize inside the blowpop, the juicy gum, can be,
however, regarded as the treasure inside, a long awaited gift, a sweet
present for the one that you let inside. You see, not only does the
gum represent the horrific, private part of you, but also a bundle of
personal beauty, talents, and love to share. This aspect of the gum is
also hard to find, but definitely worth the search, worth every slow,
but gradually offered lick. The treasure inside is a reward for
patience, for time commitment, for communication. This prize is
especially rare, and after too much hurt builds up, this treasure can
be an impossible discovery.
The blowpop represents every relationship, every friendship,
every acquaintance in our lives. With each individual person we find
ourselves at different stages in consuming the sweet sucker.

My reader, I have given to you a few strips off the outer
core in merely writing these words, admitting the existence of this
process in my life. I offer these surface licks to you, but hear me
now — I give you nothing more . ..
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Wayne Moore'
LITTLE LEAGUE ON STRIKE
here is a lot of negative sentiment going on with
professional athletes and sports in general today,
with the $100,000,000 pay raises that athletes
ask for and the fighting and unsportsmanlike
play, many fans have become fed up and have
chose not to support their favorite sport or team.
Evidence of this can be found in the
baseball strike of last year. After the strike ended there was a huge
drop in fan attendance at almost all major ballparks. Some teams
tried giving tickets away and fans didn't want them. What is really
troubling is that during the postseason, Riverfront Stadium in
Cincinnati wasn't even close to being sold out, and this is supposed
to be the biggest and most exciting game of the season.
So professional sports have lost a lot of fan appeal today,
but what would happen if Little League baseball players decided to
follow their heroes' advice and strike because they are being treated
unfairly?
Now, you're probably thinking that it is an impossibility
because there are no salaries, fighting is usually not a problem and
there is no admission price to get in, but that doesn't mean this
couldn't happen.
Imagine every six and seven year old deciding that they were
not going to take anymore of having to wear the uniforms and the
shoes that are too big for them. They put together a union and
decide to strike. What would we do?
If this happened there would be a lot of consequences that
could change the world as we know it! First, all the ice cream shops
where the teams go after the games would lose so much business that
they would probably have to close down. Ditto for trophy shops.
Secondly, there would be no fund-raisers, or Fourth of July parades;
lastly, there wouldn't be any out of control parents yelling at
umpires and other parents. I know this last one would not be missed
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by someone on the outside, but for the parents what would you do on
game days? There is already too little time being spent between
parents and children; more isn't going to make it better.
So what can we do to make sure this doesn t happen?
Luckily we're dealing with young kids, but someone still needs to
talk to the uniform and shoe companies and demand that they make
their merchandise in correct sizes so little Johnny can run around the
bases without losing his britches!
Young athletes today watch and see million dollar salaries,
trash talking, and athletes getting busted for drugs. It won t be long
before they leam that to get something they want in life, all they have
to do is quit working and strike. We need to find a way to put a stop
to this before athletics teach children more negative attitudes than
sportsmanship, discipline, and integrity. Our future depends on it!
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FOUNDATIONAL CRITICISM
here is a great deal of confusion and nonsense in
the arena of critical theory, a condition typified
by an increasing desire to leave the texts and
escape to some sort of idea island somewhere.
Several strategies are used in this quest to
remove ourselves from what we are supposedly
studying, moving from the text to the author, to
the author's society, to that society as opposed to ours, to our society
as opposed to his/hers, to the reader, to the society of the reader, to
the injustices and issues surrounding the reader, culminating in a
chaos of digressions and agendas. The only way to revive a love of
literature out of this disintegration is to return to an understanding of
the purpose of creative art. The reason for literature is, essentially,
to tell a story that delights and teaches the listener. There are no
more important purposes than these when considering authors and
their audiences. Furthermore, the purpose of writing a story is to
have people read that story and attempt to envision the events and
people it discusses. There is no point in a written account that does
not contain a world, a created world in which the reader moves,
discovers, and learns, and it is this world that critics should consider.
There is, perhaps, worth in discussing what the work teaches about
its historical context or the workings of the human psyche, but these
are not fields of literature. A work of literature is a work of
creation, and it is the created world that must be lived in if an honest
attempt is made to comprehend what books are all about. The
following discussion is an endeavor to live in the world of the work,
without confusing the issue with questions that address a great
number of unrelated things.
If the only words I have are in the two poems by Robert
Frost, "I Have Been One Acquainted with the Night" and "Neither
Out Far Nor in Deep," and I have to construct an understanding of
reality, the following is the conclusion I am most likely to come to.
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"I have been one acquainted with the night. I have walked
out in rain—and back in rain. I have outwalked the furthest city
light" (Frost 496).1 To begin with, I see that there is a world beyond
myself, one that I live in and am able to become accustomed to or
gain knowledge of. I see that it has rain, a phenomenon that affects
me, that colors how I see the world. I see there is a sphere of
normalcy (city), a place that my living takes place in, but a sphere
that I am able to move outside of at times. I see also that walking
seems to be a large part of what I do, that discovery and experience
are activities which are important to my situation.
"I have looked down the saddest city lane. I have passed by
the watchman on his beat and dropped my eyes, unwilling to
explain" (496). I next encounter that there are variances in the
world, that there are city lanes that are sad, and, implicit in such a
judgment, city lanes that are not so. I see that there are other people
in this world that I have the choice to communicate with and that
such communication is at times difficult. I see that along with my
own desire to understand and experience the world is a belief that an
inability to transfer this knowledge to another person is far from the
ideal. It is here that the first signs of disappointment begin, in the
form of an insistent voice saying, "[this] symbolically deals with the
poet's loneliness in a strange and obscure world," and I begin to
think there could be something terribly wrong (Winters 167).
"I have stood still and stopped the sound of feet when far
away an interrupted cry came over houses from another street, but
not to call me back or say good-bye" (Frost 496). I see then that
there are times when my own experience is affected by other people,
and that whether the communication I receive from someone else is
coherent, beneficial, or even directed at me is unimportant in light of
unless otherwise attributed, all page references are to Frost, Robert "I Have
Been One Acquainted with the Night." The Compact Bedford Introduction to
Literature. Boston: Bedford Books of St. Martin's Press, 1994.
1
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the fact that the speaker is a human like I am. I also see that pain
and distress seem to be common qualities of this reality, that the
acquaintance I have with the night is shared by someone, even if that
person is unnamed. The cold voice says again that it is about
despair, and I have no answer.
"And further still at an unearthly height one luminary clock
against the sky proclaimed that the time was neither wrong nor right"
(496). At this point I come to a discovery quite outside of what I
have seen so far, that there is something beyond the world I live in.
The unearthly clock in question seems to have an authority to make
proclamations about my reality. It seems to have knowledge above
my own about the essential framework of the world. Now I reach a
statement that is difficult to understand, "that the time was neither
wrong nor right" (496). I puzzle to find possible meanings,
wondering why this is the proclamation that the something beyond
me has chosen to make, and what the importance of knowing such
information could be. I struggle to link this statement back to what
has become my understanding of the world, with all its confusion,
desire, and loneliness, and come to the realization that this is a
declaration of hope. The reason for this conclusion is the finding
that the luminary clock, the structure that underlies my reality, is
neither right nor wrong. It simply is. It exists as the order that
governs me and is outside the judgments of morality. It is not a
higher malevolence that is responsible for my periodic alienation,
and it is not a weak, but good-spirited force that has mistakenly
caused my distress. To realize this is to gain hope in the existence of
order, and I reaffirm that I am acquainted with this world and that
which it contains.
Here the second volume of data comes in, prefaced by the
phrase, "Neither Out Far Nor in Deep." Immediately I see a
continuation of the idea of dichotomy. The contrast that has begun
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with confusion in the context of order is echoed, and a promise of
further uncertainty is at the forefront.
"The people along the sand all turn and look one way. They
turn their back on the land. They look at the sea all day" (636). The
idea of community is first introduced to me here, the concept that
people act together, with shared impulses and interests. Whereas the
other poem teaches me the effect of solitude, this one enables the
beginning of a perception of how the race I belong to functions at a
basic level. They are standing and watching something, choosing as
a result to ignore something else. It becomes apparent that a
common and compelling interest unites them. They are looking at
the sea, and as yet it is not clear why it is such an all-consuming
activity.
"As long as it takes to pass a ship keeps raising its hull; the
wetter ground like glass reflects a standing gull" (636). Here I see
the first description of what they are watching, the first qualities of
the object of fascination. These are two statements that
communicate the idea of constancy. In the first, a ship passes on top
of the sea with its hull raised, keeping a uniform pattern of motion
and appearance as it goes. In the second, a gull stands still in the
water. This image is reflected by the sea, which is characterized by
glass, a material with a steady, unchanging nature. I see that the sea
derives its intrigue from a sort of immutability, a quality which
contrasts sharply with the ideas of uncertainty and confusion I have
been given so far, albeit along with a statement that order underlies
them. I begin to wonder whether this constancy associated with the
sea can be equated with the luminary clock I have experienced
already.
"The land may vary more; but wherever the truth may be —
the water comes ashore, and the people look at the sea" (636). Even
more evidence supporting the constancy of the sea in comparison to
the land is in the statement "the land may vary more" (636). Also,
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the first mention of truth occurs here, mentioned as a quality or part
of reality that is sought after. The search for solidity of thought and
experience is directed outwards; and though the people have their
footing on the land beneath them, they know it to be unstable and
push their attention towards that which most intrigues them, the sea.
At this point I begin to bring some coherency to my data
concerning this place I inhabit and the people I share it with. I see
that we have in common a loneliness, alienation, and unfulfillment
that compels us to search for stability outside of ourselves. I see
also that the only possibility of such order comes from objects or
places, specifically the luminary clock and the sea, that are
essentially removed from the human condition. Both of them inhabit
a place and role that is connected, "the water comes ashore," to
mine, but inherently and recognizably beyond it (636).
This leads inevitably to wondering whether this pondering
and searching for order can be profitable. Can there be any benefit
from a stability that doesn't exist in my immediately perceived
world? Am I hopelessly left with a realization that peace and steady
regulation are in fact present, but not in a form that is readily
understood and accessible to me? The initial answer comes quickly
with a return of the outside voice, saying, "[these poems] begin with
a flat and terrible reproduction of the evil in the world and end by
saying: it's so; and there's nothing you can do about it" (Jarrall 110).
A different possibility emerges, however, with the last
phrase I am given: "They cannot look out far. They cannot look in
deep. But when was that ever a bar to any watch they keep" (636)?
The possibility of hope lies in this last claim, that the humanity I
share in is typified by perseverance in spite of not only uncertainty,
but also an understanding that such a state is inherent. To be
human, I have seen by this time, is to be unable to reach beyond my
finiteness to the structure that it rests on. This is both the source of
the greatest confusion I can face and, paradoxically, the greatest
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assurance. The confusion lies in the fact of my separation from an
order I know is governing the world I exist in, and the assurance
accompanies the understanding that to yearn after this order is to
participate in it.
I have seen that there is a commonality that links one human
to each other and the race as a whole, and that this commonality is
characterized by a yearning to move beyond finite ability and
understanding. It is by participating in this intrinsic desire that each
person moves closest to order, for the simple reason that the desire
itself is a part of the structure that underlies and maintains the world
in which I crazily exist. Despair and confusion are not the inevitable
ending points they seem to be, but rather, possible means by which
humanity can realize and perform its assigned role in a universe
infinitely larger than it is.
And what is this role? One of the most important human
roles is curiosity, a wonder and excitement for the world we find
ourselves in, which results in worship of the God who created it.
One of the most functional, as well as delightful, tools through which
this can be achieved is literature. Literature provides us with an
ability to perceive the world through different eyes than our own, to
leam about beauty and pain with the mind of an inquisitor. For this
reason, it is both interesting, and possibly essential, that we come to
sane understandings of what our literature says about this world.
Critical theory should be seen in light of its ideal purpose, that of
shedding light on work that has been written for both didactic and
aesthetic reasons. There is a place for academic studies of literature
which relate it to spheres of experience beyond its intended subject,
but these studies must remain rooted in the texts, not in the author
and his/her society, or the reader and his/her society. The previous
analysis of Frost's poems is an example of what is needed, at least as
an initial exercise or technique through which one can approach a
text for the first time. Such an analysis breaks a work down into its
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ideas, into the building blocks that make up its claim about reality.
The appeal here is that the critic is forced to see the text first, in
solitary, without the clutter of idea systems not truly relevant to the
world of the text. The result is a foundation off which one can work,
free now to use the text for increasingly diverse and intriguing ways.
Such would be the ideal, a dedication to the objective content of a
text which leads to new and varied discussions of the world we find
ourselves in.
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Matt Sparrow
RHYTHM, BABY!

First Place Essay
esterday someone asked me "Does music really
matter?" Not being a musician or even inclined
to claim wisdom in the area, I was tempted to put
the question out of my mind. However, being an
analytical sort, and realizing that I have learned
something from 4 plus years at Taylor
University, I thought. It seemed to me the
question could be placed in the same category as "chicken or egg,
which came first?" and "if a tree falls in a forest with nobody
around, does it make a sound?" The question is relative to who you
are. The question could be rephrased "Does music really matter to
you?" Better yet, "Does walking around the square hallways in the
Smith-Hermanson Music Center get you anywhere?"
To find something in any of the Arts, you must be trying to
get somewhere. The same goes for the individual who creates art,
music, writing, drama, and other expressions. God has not made
this an easy way out of studying, contrary to some opinions.
Expressing oneself through Arts can only be successful when the
mind is geared towards a direction. Hard work pays off. This same
truth can be seen in understanding music. If I listen to music as
"background music," it will be simply that: less meaningful. But if
I'm searching music for truth, mid that music was created with truth
as its core, music will then become very important. In other words,
if I have no reason to be walking through the Smith-Hermanson
Music Center, and I choose to keep walking there, there will be no
meaning. I will simply be walking in squares. However, if I have a
class or piano recital there, the hallway in the building assists me in
achieving my goal.
Is this an Art as Experience lecture? I'll move on. I work in
the post office at Taylor, and this job has helped me realize what
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music means to the Taylor community. I sort packages; you know,
those sweet care-packages from Mom and Dad, the books many
faculty purchase, and big heart-laden packages from the special
people. Obviously, these packages are full of importance to the
addressee. And do you know what the #1 category of Taylor post
office packages is? Compact Discs. That's right, compact discs of
every variety. They are countless: every day they swamp me with
work. Taylor people are looking for something in the realm of
music. Is the music we listen to meaningful?
Christian music has often been discussed with some degree
of bitterness among people I know. Some are of the opinion that
because Christian music's basic purpose is (presumably) the
glorification and worship of God, it is all we as Christians should
listen to. Others believe that Christian music has not (presumably)
been searching for new avenues of Art, and therefore hasn't extended
itself to the quality and variety of the "secular" music world. In my
view, both opinions are wrong, and right. Meaning, truth, justice,
love, and other qualities of God's image are often not easily
separated into categories of "Christian" and "secular."
It is my belief that we are creations of God, made in His
image. It is also my belief that music is the creation of God, and it is
one of His gifts to us. When we search out this beautiful rhythm of
God's gift, whether it is labeled as "Christian" or "secular," God can
teach us something about Himself. Hopefully, Christian song
writers will find these qualities more often than those who are
struggling to see clearly because of sin. However, this isn't always
the case, as God also uses sinners to show Himself. The point here
is that God desires to see us searching, pushing ourselves, expressing
and understanding. Consider Psalm 45:8, part of a wedding song:
"All your robes are fragrant with myrrh and
aloes and cassia; from palaces adorned with
ivory the music of the strings makes vou glad."
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Is this a Biblical Literature lecture? I'll move on again.
Look around you for a minute and take the pulse of life. If one stops
to feel it, it's a wonderful thing. There's subtle music in the
background of daily events, behind our struggles and triumphs. I
sometimes feel like I'm about to be handed the microphone and told
to sing the chorus. Remember that the best way to hear is to be
silent, to listen to that meaning playing along behind everything we
endeavor. There it is: the rise and fall of the crescendo. Rhythm,
baby.
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J. Louise Wiley
PICKLES, CHOCOLATE,
AND GREEN SLIME
Second Place Essay
icldes and chocolate. Green slime and hair.
They just don't go together. But wait - maybe
they do. My life has always kinda been like this.
Things happen - things that don't seem to quite
go together - and they have made me the loveevery-bit-of-life/ fingerpaint-weekly kind of
person I am.
As I've scaled the mountain of life, I'm beginning to find that
now, I'm only at the top of the bottom. When I was the mature age
of three, I thought I was at the TOP of the TOP. Maybe I fell.
Actually, I think I did - fall. See, when I was three, my worries
consisted of whether or not there were enough imaginary dog
biscuits for my imaginary dog and if I could get my Libbi Lee finger
nail polish on without smudging it. My life ambition was to be
either an artist or a famous cook. I had no clue when my hair was
out of place, whether my socks matched or not, or who were the
'good' and who were the 'bad'. Now, my worries are of the zit on my
chin that won't pop, the paper due tomorrow, the unending stress of
this mountain that I'm climbing.
Yeah, I was a lot wiser when I was three. The world was
mine, and no one would tell me different. Now it seems as though I
am the world's and everyone tells me the same. As a wise threeyear-old, I would have stuck my tongue out and kept climbing. As a
wise 19-year-old, I think I'll find a new rope and go try to catch up
with the three-year-old I used to be - the one who liked pickles and
chocolate, who got green slime stuck in her hair 'cause she thought
it'd look cool. The one who grabbed life by the ponytail and pulled.
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No, nothing's ever gone just exactly how I've wanted it to,
but it always ends up giving me just enough strength to keep on
climbing.
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INVEST IN LITERARY EXCELLENCE!
ENJOY THE PARNASSUS!

LIKE COMPOUND INTEREST, THE FLOWING WORDS
WILL COMPOUND INTO BEAUTIFUL LITERARY
RETURNS: A MINIMAL RISK WELL WORTH TAKING.
OUR THANKS TO THE PARNASSUS STAFF
FOR INVESTING IN OUR CULTURAL EDUCATION.
—
Richard Investment Companies, Santa Barbara, California
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Taylor University's

Career Development Center
will help with your...

Major Search... Career Search...
Experience Search... and Job Search !
Career Development offers:
* Resume publishing
* Simulated interviews
* Career seminars and workshops
* Career Resource Library
* Job opportunity listings
* Internship placement
* Ministry opportunities
* 12 peer counselors
* 3 professional staff
"Ask and it will be given to you; seek and you will find;
knock and the door will be opened to you." Matt. 7:7 (NIV)
Career Development Center located in the lower level of Rediger
Chapel/Auditorium.
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The Judges:
Fiction—David B. Shock, Ph.D.
A former journalist and editor, David Schock's first love is still
fiction. He has won several contests the most recent being the 1993
Winterfest fiction award. Every semester, Schock teaches one class
at Hope College and still maintains a busy practice as a writer,
scriptwriter, editor, producer, videographer, and musician.
Poetry—Jack Ridl
Ridl has published several of his own poetry compilations as well as
received publication in several modern anthologies. Currently, he
teaches several classes on poetry, play writing, general arts and
sports literature for Hope College. He also co-coordinates The
Visiting Writers Series.
Essay—Carole R. Valade
As Editor of Gemini Publications, Carole Valade is responsible for
editorial policy, planning and development and editorial staffs of all
four Gemini publications, Grand Rapids Magazine, Grand Rapids
Business Journal, Grand Rapids Parent, and the GuestBook. Valade
is one of six female business editors in the United States and one of
two women with corporate.
Art—Stephen Zawojski
With his unique woodfiring techniques, Stephen Zawojski is known
for the warm, rustic surfaces and colors of his pottery. Zawojski
earned a Masters of Fine Arts Degree from the N.Y. College of
Ceramics at Alfred University. He has taught or lectured and
participated in numerous ceramic art activities nationwide.
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Believing that all truth
has its source in God, the
mission of Parnassus is to
bring forth the talents,
gifts and aspirations of
the Taylor community. We
seek to publish original
works of excellence which
will edify our readers and
magnify our Creator.
—Mission Statement

